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Executive summary
Who we are and what we did
Christine Hamilton Consulting Ltd (CHC) was commissioned by Creative
Scotland to undertake a review of theatre in Scotland. The review was
undertaken from 1 October 2011 to 30 April 2012.
Christine Hamilton led the team to undertaking the interviews and focus
groups and managing the website and Twitter feed. She was also responsible
for managing the project and report writing. A full list of those consulted is
included in Appendix 2.
The statistical report was prepared by Scottish Cultural Enterprise, specifically
by Erika King and Fraser White who also administered the survey for data
gathering for the relational mapping. They compiled data that provided an
overview of the cultural ecology for theatre. A Digest of Statistics has been
compiled and published in full as a companion document.
Dr Rachel Granger of Map Network Interactive undertook the mapping of
assets and the relational mapping. Initial data were collated from Creative
Scotland and partners and a first set of asset maps produced in December
2011. Further asset data were provided during January 2012, and a final set of
asset maps were produced for this report.
The survey produced 895 responses of which 506 were complete. These 506
responses produced relational data (for the relational maps) for more than
1400 organisations/people, which has been aggregated to 812 complete sets of
organisations/people (692 showing geographical location). This is used as the
primary data for the different relational maps. A companion report on
mapping has been produced.
Emilia Weber undertook a review of repertoire of Scottish theatre from
September to November 1991, 2001, and 2011 to map what had changed in
what was on offer to Scottish audiences. The principal data source was The
List but this was augmented with data drawn from key organisations and
agencies working outside the central belt – and not included in The List. This
review has also been produced in full as a separate report.
What we found out
Six great things about Scottish theatre:
•

New work is the lifeblood of Scottish theatre -- often, although not
always, this starts with the playwright.

•

Scottish theatre has an international reach -- again usually with new
work.
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•

On average theatre workers have 17 years experience in the sector but
there is a significant number of younger talent coming through. It is a
flexible sector with people working in portfolio careers.

•

It is a well-networked and mutually supportive sector. In economic
terms, the sector is highly innovating and competitive, internationally
renowned, and nationally specialised.

•

After a recessionary dip audiences across Scotland are picking up
again.

•

There is a good geographic spread of venues, thanks in part to energetic
(voluntary) promoters in rural areas.

Six not-so-great things:
•

As a proportion of total spend, in Foundation theatres there is less
money spent on work on the stage now than ten years ago.

•

There is a dearth of touring shows for venues across Scotland which are
well-equipped and desperate for good quality theatre.

•

The mid-career theatre artist finds it hard to make a living in Scotland;
there is an acute skills gap in theatre technicians; and a lack of
succession planning at artistic director level.

•

The much-lauded children’s theatre sector relies on too few people and
companies -- ‘all icing and no cake’. Structural weaknesses also exist in
other theatre strands—Gaelic, BME and Physical Performance
(circus/physical and street theatre).

•

Despite the good work of audience development agencies and
marketing staff, theatre still plays to a narrow demographic and needs
to extend and broaden it appeal. This is matched by weakness in
marketing – especially in sharing box office intelligence.

•

There is not enough debate about quality of work.

Our conclusions
Throughout our consultation, theatre in Scotland was on the one hand
confident and ambitious, and on the other fearful of risk taking and
sometimes felt under valued. It was described as being supportive and well
networked but recognised failure to spread the good work enough around
Scotland. It nurtures a huge wealth of talent but some were weary of
struggling on low incomes and insufficient production budgets. In economic
terms it is highly developed and functions well, but there is something wrong
when there are great buildings but not the work to put in them.
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Scottish theatre has its own distinctive voice and does not rely on work
coming from England or elsewhere (although some import from time to time
would be welcome). Similarly you don’t have to go south or anywhere else to
train or to get work—although it is always good to introduce some diversity.
There is a lot of work going on in our two largest cities, but remarkably also in
the Highlands and other (though not all) rural areas. Everyone agrees which
theatres require some refurbishment but not one person consulted suggested
that Scotland required more theatre venues. Scottish theatre does not rely on
the work of the past but is enthralled with the ‘now’. And when the cry goes
up, ‘we need to start with the schools’, Scotland can point to the Curriculum
for Excellence and the inclusion of creativity. All of these advances in
developing new work, supporting rural development, establishing training
and education, investing in infrastructure, producing generations of
playwrights and actors who speak with a Scottish voice, and integration in
education, came about through the vision of the artists/theatre makers and
translated into reality by the policy makers.
This is the opportunity for the Creative Scotland to work with the sector to
develop the next stage. There are good reasons why change has to happen.
On a basic level we know overall there will continue to be less money from the
public purse, while Lottery funds continue to grow at the end of the Olympics.
Creative Scotland has already made the decision to look at ways of investing
lottery money to help the sector to remain sustainable. There is less money
for people to spend on theatre tickets and more competition for that money.
Digital technologies continue to have an impact on how we communicate and
create. There is a lot of good practice across theatre, but a need to better
integrate and share.
On the other hand there is no lack of things for theatre to talk about.
Whatever happens in the independence referendum, people in Scotland are
facing the biggest political and constitutional decision of their lives and
already we can see evidence of theatre makers working through the issues of
statehood and nation building beyond the simplicity of the ‘yes/no’
arguments. The artist, whether in theatre or another form, will have a really
important role to play in the months and years ahead.
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Issue%

Creative%Scotland%
Objective/theme%

Findings%and%Conclusion% Suggestions%%
(page&numbers&in&
for$Creative$Scotland$unless$indicated$&%
brackets).%

Talent&Development&

To&invest&in&talent&

On&average&theatre&workers&
have&17&years&experience&in&
the&sector&but&there&is&a&
significant&number&of&younger&
talent&coming&through.&It&is&a&
flexible&sector&with&people&
working&in&portfolio&careers.&
(20C21,&41)&
&
It&is&a&well–networked&and&
mutually&supportive&sector.&&In&
economic&terms,&the&sector&is&
highly&innovating&and&
competitive,&internationally&
renowned,&and&nationally&
specialised.&&(21C25)&
&
The&midCcareer&theatre&artist&
finds&it&hard&to&make&a&living&in&
Scotland;&there&is&an&acute&
skills&gap&in&theatre&
technicians;&and&a&lack&of&
succession&planning&at&artistic&
director&level.&(40C43)&
&

Establish&the&role&of&Foundation&organisations&as&the&source&
of&training&and&talent&development&especially&in&directing&
design&and&technical.&&(40C43)&
&
Monitor&the&practices&of&funded&projects/theatres&in&
following&industry&agreements&particularly&with&regard&to&
commissioning.&(40)&
&
Fund&two&or&three&annual&bursaries&for&theatre&directors&
and&designers.&(40)&
&
Invest&in&technical&training,&in&partnership&with&other&
agencies&with&an&interest,&HE/FE,&Creative&and&Cultural&
Skills&and&the&sector&itself.&(42)&
&
Review&Continuous&Professional&Development&funds&and&
how&these&are&managed&with&a&view&to&having&a&‘lighter&
touch’&process&which&responds&to&need.&(41)&
&
Develop&leadership&talent&from&within&Scotland&as&well&as&
working&to&retain&talented&through&programme&for&both&
boards&and&senior&managers.&(42)&
&
&For&the&sector:&
&
Collectively,&theatre&companies&(including&Foundation,&
building&and&nonCbuilding&based)&take&the&lead&on&
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Quality&

To&invest&in&quality&
artistic&production&

developing&a&plan&for&the&training&and&development&of&
directors,&designers&and&technicians&reflecting&the&
resources&(in&terms&of&expertise,&space,&opportunities)&each&
can&invest.&&(40C43)&
&
The&Federation&of&Scottish&Theatre&(FST)&continue&to&play&a&
key&role&in&ensuring&the&training&developed&via&Creative&and&
Cultural&Skills,&the&FE&and&HE&sectors&are&relevant&to&the&
needs&of&the&industry.&&(41C42)&
&
New&work&is&the&lifeblood&of&
Invest&in&new&areas&where&there&is&a&clear&artistic&vision&
Scottish&theatre–&often,&
and&leadership.&&An&example&of&this&is&the&area&of&Physical&
although&not&always,&this&starts& Performance.&(48C49)&
with&the&playwright.&&(27,&33C
&
35)&
Support&the&development&of&Gaelic&theatre&by&working&with&
&
other&agencies&specifically&Bòrd&na&Gàidhlig,&Pròiseact&nan&
&
Ealan,&Sabhal&Mòr&Ostaig,&Royal&Conservatoire&of&Scotland&
&
and&the&National&Theatre&of&Scotland,&on&a&five&year&
&
development&plan.&Specifically&we&recommend&that&
&
Creative&Scotland’s&contribution&be&to&support&the&
&
development&of&Gaelic&artists&through&placements,&
&
mentoring&and&encouraging&links&with&existing&theatre&
&
companies&and,&as&above,&invest&in&a&clear&artistic&vision&
&
and&leadership.&(46C48)&
&
&
&
Develop&with&the&sector&(and&other&art&forms)&an&agreed&
There&is&not&enough&debate&
process&for&assessing&quality&which&embraces&artistic&vision&
about&quality&of&work.&(44)&
and&imagination,&quality&of&process&and&execution,&
&
relationship&with&the&audience,&project&management&and&
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Audiences&

&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
As&a&proportion&of&total&spend,&
in&Foundation&theatres&there&is&
less&money&spent&on&work&on&
the&stage&now&than&ten&years&
ago.&(29C32)&
&
To&invest&in&audiences,& After&a&recessionary&dip&
access&and&participation& audiences&across&Scotland&are&
picking&up&again.&(50)&
&
Despite&the&good&work&of&
audience&development&
agencies&and&marketing&staff,&
theatre&still&plays&to&a&narrow&
demographic&and&needs&to&
extend&and&broaden&it&appeal.&
This&is&matched&by&weakness&in&
marketing&–&especially&in&
sharing&box&office&intelligence.&
(52)&
&

strategic&context.&&(44)&
&
&
For&the&theatre&sector:&&
Take&responsibility&for&assessing&quality&through&selfC
assessment,&peer&review&and&audience&feedback.&&(44)&
&
&
Identify&the&sector’s&role&in&developing&new&areas&of&work&
through&collaboration,&mentoring,&and&coCproduction.&(34C
35)&
&
&
Continue&to&invest&in&audience&data&
management/intelligence&and&the&training&of&marketing&
staff&across&theatre&in&Scotland.&&(54)%
&
Establish&protocols&and&procedures&for&collecting&and&
sharing&data&across&theatre&in&Scotland&using&the&example&
of&the&Source&Project.&We&suggest&that&this&applies&not&just&
to&audience&data&but&also&to&data&captured&from&the&Annual&
Returns&submitted&by&funded&organisations.&&This&will&
provide&an&analysis&of&how&the&sector&is&performing&as&a&
whole&which&can&be&used&as&a&planning&tool&by&all&
companies.&&We&also&recommend&that&there&is&an&agreement&
with&local&authorities&about&capturing&data&on&the&impact&of&
their&spend&on&theatre&(and&the&arts&in&general).&(14,&53C54)%
&
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Touring&and&
distribution&

To&invest&in&places&and&
their&contribution&to&a&
creative&Scotland&

There&is&a&good&geographic&
spread&of&venues,&thanks&in&
part&to&energetic&(voluntary)&
promoters&in&rural&areas.&(18,&
20)&
&
There&is&a&dearth&of&touring&
shows&for&venues&across&
Scotland&which&are&wellC
equipped&and&desperate&for&
good&quality&theatre.&(58)&
&
&

Review&project&funding&for&touring&to&take&account&of&
overhead&costs&of&touring&companies.&(57,&62)&&
&
Encourage&the&development&of&rural&touring&networks&in&
the&south&of&Scotland&using&similar&models&to&the&Highlands&
and&North&East&while&continuing&to&support&the&
development&of&NEAT&and&PAN.&(19C20,&61C62)&
&
Launch&a&pilot&project&for&touring&at&midCscale&which&will&
bring&together&the&producers&and&promoters&to&develop&
work&to&tour.&(61C62)&
&
Ensure&all&bureaucratic&barriers&to&cross&border&touring&are&
removed&and&encourage&Scottish&companies&to&look&at&
sustaining&their&work&by&tours&to&England&and&beyond.&(57)&
&
Continue&support&for&largeCscale&works&to&tour&but&review&
this&in&light&of&commercial&opportunities&suggested&by&the&
John&Stalker&report.&(59)&
&
Explore&the&potential&for&digital&technology&for&creating&
greater&access&and&improve&distribution&of&work,&including&
digital&broadcasting.&&(63C64)&
&
For&the&sector:&
&
Foundation&funded&theatres&consider&their&role&in&touring,&
commercial&transfers&and&coCproduction&to&prolong&the&life&
of&their&productions,&build&new&audiences&and&sustain&their&
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Children’s&theatre&
and&education&

Education&and&a&
commitment&to&a&
generational&change&in&
cultural&opportunity&

International&

International&
partnership&to&reflect&
Scotland’s&global&
outlook&

work.&(59C60,&62)&
&
Producers&and&venues&review&their&skills&base&for&touring&in&
areas&such&as&programming&and&marketing.&&Action&might&
include&training&or&simply&going&to&see&work.&&(58,62)&
&
&
The&muchClauded&children’s&
Invest&in&more&work&in&the&children’s&sector.&&(65C67)&
theatre&sector&relies&on&too&few& &
people&and&companies&CC&‘all&
Work&with&the&Scottish&Government,&local&authorities,&and&
icing&and&no&cake’.&&Structural&
schools&to&develop&a&process&for&assessing&quality&of&work&
weaknesses&also&exist&in&other& for&children&in&schools.&(66)&
theatre&strands—Gaelic,&BME,& &
and&the&circus/street/physical& Develop&with&the&Scottish&and&local&government&a&plan&to&
theatre&area.&(48C49,&65C67,&78C address&the&cost&of&travel&to&theatres&(and&other&arts&
79)&
events).&&(64C&67)&
&
&
Scottish&theatre&has&an&
Outgoing&work:&&
international&reach—again&
Develop&advice&and&brokering&support&in&partnership&with&
usually&with&new&work.&&
the&British&Council&and&Scottish&Government.&(72C73)&
&
Improve&the&capturing&of&data&about&the&international&links&
of&theatre&companies.&(73)&
Incoming:&
In&addition&to&the&support&given&to&the&festivals,&fund&
incoming&international&work.&&(75)&
&
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Equalities&

&
Equalities&in&all&areas&of& There&is&a&lack&of&monitoring&of& Address&the&issue&of&compliance&with&Equal&Opportunities&
our&work&
equal&opportunities&in&CS&
policy&and&practice&across&the&organisations&it&funds&to&
funded&companies.&&(76C77)&
cover&employment,&marketing,&audience&development,&
programming&and&casting.&(76C77)&
&
Consider&engaging&disability&and&black&and&minority&ethnic&
(BME)&theatre&organisations&to&offer&training&and&support&
to&arts&organisations.&(77C79)&
&
Create&a&development&plan&for&BME&theatre&along&the&same&
lines&as&the&recommendation&for&Gaelic&theatre.&(79)&
&
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Chapter 1 Introduction
Christine Hamilton Consulting Ltd (CHC) was commissioned by Creative
Scotland to undertake a review of theatre in Scotland. This is the report on
the review detailing who we are; what we were asked to do; how we did it;
what we found out; conclusions and recommendations. There are companion
reports on specific areas and we have distilled key points into an executive
summary.

Who we are

Christine Hamilton of CHC Ltd led the team. Her role was to undertake the
interviews and focus groups and manage the website and Twitter feed. She
was also responsible for managing the project and writing this report.
The statistical report was prepared by Scottish Cultural Enterprise, specifically
by Erika King and Fraser White who also administered the survey for data
gathering for the relational mapping.
Dr Rachel Granger of Map Network Interactive undertook the mapping of
assets and the relational mapping.
Emilia Weber, freelance artist and researcher undertook the review of
repertoire.
For more information about the team and our background please go to
http://christinehamiltonconsulting.com/ScottishTheatreReview
A Steering Group was established by Creative Scotland to guide this work,
chaired by Professor Gayle McPherson a member of the Creative Scotland
board. A list of members and meetings is to be found in Appendix 1

What we were asked to do: the brief
Creative Scotland is seeking to develop an approach to funding theatre in
Scotland, which will build on its strengths and address gaps within the context
of public funding. To achieve this Creative Scotland has identified a need to
understand:
•
•
•
•

what is currently happening in Scottish theatre- principally the sector
funded by Creative Scotland, but also the amateur, commercial sector
(from The Ambassadors Theatre Group to Òran Mór);
the relationship with the National Theatre of Scotland;
the relationship between the different aspects of theatre in Scotland (its
‘ecology’) and links with other sectors including TV and film and Higher
and Further Education;
the extent to which theatre in Scotland addresses wider issues such as
economic development, skills development, tourism and Scotland’s
international profile;

•

gaps in provision (geographic and by sector), areas of strength and
opportunities for potential development via for example capital
development and use of digital technologies.

From an analysis of these issues, Creative Scotland wishes a series of
recommendations on how to support Scottish theatre within existing
resources and if growth were available.
In its Corporate Plan 2011/2014, Investing in Scotland’s Future1, Creative
Scotland set out its plan to carry out reviews of each art form area. The
theatre review is the first of these to be carried out. Concurrently there are
reviews happening in music, visual arts, crafts and dance. Other reviews will
happen in further phases. The brief for all reviews is similar. See Appendix 1
for copy of theatre review brief.
This review began in October 2011 and was completed by April 2012.
However it will be considered by Creative Scotland along with the other
reviews in July 2012.

How we did it: the methods

Desk Research: A key aspect of this study was to compile data that would
provide an overview of the cultural ecology for theatre. A Digest of Statistics
was compiled and published in full as a companion document.
The main source of information for the Digest has been the routine data
collection undertaken by the Scottish Arts Council/Creative Scotland as part
of its monitoring and evaluation processes, the principal dataset being the
annual reports submitted by Foundation and Flexible Funded organisations
where theatre is a core element of their work. The Annual Reports were
available for the financial years 2008/9 and 2009/10 only. A further source
of data used was the database of project, flexible and foundation grants made
in 2008/9, 2009/10 and 2010/11. Other sources of data used include a Report
on Ten building based theatres for Scottish Arts Council (2001), Culture
Sparks, The Source Project, National Theatre of Scotland, Creative and
Cultural Skills, PROMOTE YT, Federation of Scottish Theatre, CIPFA Cultural
Statistics 2010, VOCAL survey of members and various reports commissioned
by Creative Scotland and internet searches.
The main challenge was accessing data within Creative Scotland both current
and historical. The Annual Return information for 2010/2011 was not
available for the compilation of statistics. However we were able to overcome
these problems via other sources of data.
Mapping: During November-December 2011, a (snowball)2 questionnaire was
sent to key contacts in the Scottish theatre sector, which sought from
participants, details about their work within the theatre sector in Scotland.
This coupled with asset and funding data provided by Creative Scotland
provides the key datasets for the mapping work which comprises:
• Asset Mapping – showing key assets of the Scottish theatre sector
within a geographical context
13

•

Spatial-Relational Mapping – showing the ecology of the Scottish
theatre sector through relational ties and membership affiliations.

Initial data were collated from Creative Scotland and partners and a first set of
asset maps produced in December 2011. Further asset data were provided
during January 2012, and a final set of asset maps were produced for this
report.
The survey produced 895 responses of which 506 were complete. These 506
responses produced relational data (for the relational maps) for more than
1400 organisations/people, which has been aggregated to 812 complete sets of
organisations/people (692 showing geographical location). This is used as the
primary data for the different relational maps.
The response to the survey was in considerable excess of what was expected
and provided a big challenge for analysis. In the end it was necessary to create
separate maps for different categories rather than distil on one map. A
selection of these is reproduced in this report and all can be found in the
companion report.
Interviews and meetings: A series of meetings and focus groups were held –
conducted by Christine Hamilton. In addition, the Scottish Theatre Forum
with the Federation of Scottish Theatre hosted a meeting in Tramway Glasgow
on 28th March to which the entire theatre sector was invited. A list of those
consulted is included in Appendix 2.
Engagement: A website with open access for comments and a Twitter account
were set up. There are currently over 150 followers on Twitter but the website
generated limited interest—particularly when compared to the response to the
survey.
Additional: Emilia Weber undertook a review of repertoire of Scottish theatre
from September to November 1991, 2001, and 2011 to map what had changed
in what was on offer to Scottish audiences. The principal data source was The
List but this was augmented with data drawn from key organisations and
agencies working outside the central belt – and not included in The List.
Other: Coinciding with this review, Lucy Mason, consultant, undertook a
review into the role of the producer and producing hubs across the performing
arts; John Stalker of John Stalker Productions, undertook a review into the
potential of developing commercial theatre from Scotland; and Wee Stories
worked with venues in the Borders and Dumfries and Galloway looking at
issues of touring in those areas. These were all undertaken on behalf of
Creative Scotland and we are grateful for their input. Finally additional data
were provided by a study undertaken by the Federation of Scottish Theatre
(FST) included in their submission to the Review. The FST drew their
research from primary sources from across the UK (and elsewhere in Europe)
and therefore provides useful comparative information. 3
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What we have to say: the structure
Chapter 2 provides some context. On the basis of the data gathering and
mapping we describe the current theatre ecology. We have been able to do
some comparison across a decade on spend and investment in a core group of
theatres. This Chapter also provides detail on the changes in repertoire across
twenty years. Chapter 2 finishes with some observations about the wider
political and economic context in which Scottish culture, and theatre in
particular, is operating.
Chapter 3 discusses in more detail, the principal issues which have emerged
from our findings. We have linked these to the Creative Scotland Objectives
and themes—although there is overlap.
Issue%
Talent%Development%

Quality%

Audiences%

Touring%and%distribution%

Children’s%theatre%and%
education%

International%
Equalities%

Creative%Scotland%
Objective/theme%
To%invest%in%talent%

Comments%include%

Artistic%talent,%technical%
staff%and%
leadership/succession%
planning?%role%of%HE%and%
FE.%Retention%and%
reward.%
To%invest%in%quality%
Range,%scale%ambition%of%
artistic%production%
work;%how%quality%is%
assessed.%Also%areas%of%
development%in%Gaelic%
and%in%Physical%
Performance%(to%include%
circus,%physical%theatre%
and%street%theatre)%
To%invest%in%audiences,%
Marketing%and%links%
access%and%participation% between%participation%
and%attendance.%%
Overlaps%with%below.%
To%invest%in%places%and%
Access%to%quality%theatre%
their%contribution%to%a%
across%venues%in%Scotland%
creative%Scotland%
and%potential%digital%
development.%
Education%and%a%
Performances%in%schools;%
commitment%to%a%
school%performances%in%
generational%change%in%
theatres;%and%links%with%
cultural%opportunity%
the%Curriculum%for%
Excellence.%
International%partnership% Work%in%and%out%of%
to%reflect%Scotland’s%
Scotland.%
global%outlook%
Equalities%in%all%areas%of% Support%and%
our%work%
programming%for%BME%
and%disability%work.%Also%
Equal%Opportunities%%
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monitoring%and%
management%issues.%
Chapter 4 contains our conclusions and suggestions which include
recommendations for the sector as well as Creative Scotland.
The appendices include the brief, acknowledgements, and bibliography.
For those wishing further information, there are three companion reports
which provide more detail on the various strands of data:
•
•
•

Digest of Statistics
Mapping Work
Changes In Repertoire In Scottish Theatre: September, October,
November 1991, 2001, 2011
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Chapter 2 Context
Asset Mapping: where theatre happens across Scotland
Theatre assets comprise theatre buildings (132) and companies that are non
building-based such as touring companies and those who work in different
communities (33). Theatre companies are highly concentrated along the
Central Belt, especially in Edinburgh and Glasgow, but also represented in the
West of Scotland and Highlands and Islands
Figure 1 Theatre companies and buildings (2012)

Key educational assets comprise specialist further and higher education
theatre-based courses in 19 institutions concentrated along the Central Belt,
and in Fife, Aberdeenshire, and the Highlands. These include studies in acting
(17 institutions), contemporary performance practice, musical theatre, and
theatre studies.
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Figure 2 Educational Assets (2012)

Community assets (Figure 3) comprise around 300 amateur drama groups,
youth theatres, and community-based arts venues. Whilst community assets
are concentrated around the conurbations of Edinburgh and Glasgow, they
are also well represented throughout Scotland.
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Figure 3 Community Assets (2012)

Scottish theatre benefits from a rich asset base, which provides strategic and
financial support to the sector, education and training, community outreach,
and specialist services, and which collectively, contributes to the sector’s
competitiveness.

Relational Mapping: the characteristics and how it works
Profile
The profile of those working in the sector could be described as ‘mature and
stable’. On average, survey participants had 17 years of experience of working
in the theatre sector, of which 14 were in the Scottish sector. From this, one
might conclude that the Scottish theatre sector has a certain maturity, which
provides it with stability and durability. Whilst it could be argued that a
mature sector might equally convey one that is locked-in – that is, not exposed
to new/young talent and ideas. This is not borne out by the demographics of
the sector, which are well represented in terms of age, gender, and disability.4
Portfolio working
There is extensive evidence of flexible working across the theatre sector, which
could be viewed as evidence of portfolio working.
Portfolio Freelancers –Around a third of the sector comprises freelance
workers who operate across a number of sub-sectors and also hold multiple
appointments. On average each freelance worker has 1.33 job/roles, whilst
around a third hold 3 or more jobs. As a result, it is not uncommon for some
freelance workers to operate in their chosen field of say, dance, drama, music,
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or writing, whilst also holding a fractional appointment in an associated or
different sector.
Portfolio Organisations – A significant number of organisations are operating
across sub-sectors or operate in multiple capacities to the sector. For
example, 9% of participating organisations provide four or more distinct
services such as theatre or circus production, writing, education/training,
equipment hire, venue hire, consultancy or professional services.
During this review we have heard from some about the negative aspects of
portfolio or freelance working for the individual: lack of security being the
main issue, particularly for actors. On the other hand, we also heard from
those for whom this is a positive choice, a way of life for many individuals and
a way of working for many organisations.
Extensive portfolio working denotes an approach to flexible working, which at
sector level offers two main advantages. First, it introduces flexibility which
can withstand periods of financial contraction. A system in which individuals
and organisations are not wholly reliant on core budgets or contracts is
helpful during economic downturns. Second, a system in which individual
workers hold multiple roles or jobs increases both their skills and their contact
with other people, thereby boosting the sector’s density and diversity of
human capital and with it, the potential for cross-fertilisation which in turn
drives innovation.
Rich Institutional Infrastructure
Scottish theatre is a highly sophisticated sector, which has evolved and
specialised over several decades. It incorporates sectors ‘up’ and ‘down’
stream of theatre production itself, much of which is located within Scotland.
This denotes the specialisation of the sector in Scotland and protects Scottish
theatre to some extent by not being exposed to external issues (e.g. shocks). It
may also be taken as an opportunity for external growth.
There is evidence of strong links between Scottish theatre companies and local
playwrights, directors, actors, and other performers, as well as local support
services (rigging, freight, construction, lighting, ticket management, digital
media) and specialist professional services (such as agents, lawyers and
accountants, voice coaches, dramaturgs, researchers). In this respect, Scottish
theatre is outstanding: it is specialised, well-represented nationally, and has
strong vertical and horizontal supply chains, which connect up and downstream of performances (see Figure 4 below).
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Figure 4 Vertical and Horizontal Supply Chains, Scottish Theatre

Hub and Spoke
We looked at what this told us about Scottish theatre in terms of economics
and geography. There are several aspects of the sector that resemble an
international ‘industrial district’5 or ‘milieu’.6 These include the international
significance of the sector, the small size of some organisations (i.e. micro
businesses and freelancers), and the existence of specialist support sectors
such as professional services, education and training, information sources,
and strategic organisations and networks. In addition, the existence of ‘hubs’
(or Talent Hubs), the practice of co-housing of theatre-based organisations
with larger theatre companies highlights a more nurturing aspect of the
sector, which elsewhere is a central component of a ‘milieu’.
In other respects, Scottish theatre operates as a ‘cluster’7. In economic terms,
the sector operates as an innovation system. It innovates, is competitive and
has an international reputation. It is nationally specialised, and consistently
produces new work. However the geographical spread of the theatre across
Scotland rather than in one town/city or region contrasts with the model of a
spatially proximate cluster.
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The organisation of relationships in the sector around funding and/or
investment, contracts and employment with theatre companies is strongly
characteristic of a ‘Hub and Spoke Cluster’. This ‘Hub and Spoke’
organisational structure is notable when the sector is broken down into
relationships between sub-sectors. Here we see the dominance (and
centrality) of theatre companies and other performance-based projects such
as circuses, puppet animation and street performances with other parts of the
sector (see Figure 5 below).
Whilst it is clear that all areas of Scottish theatre network vigorously within
their fields, the prioritisation of relationships with theatre companies over and
above others in their field adds strength to the notion of a theatre-based Hub
and Spoke Cluster. Moreover theatre companies (along with circus and
performance companies) are the only part of Scottish theatre that has contact
with every sub-sector.
The Hub and Spoke cluster closely mirrors the funding structures of Scottish
theatre with the Foundation Funded companies and the National Theatre of
Scotland (NTS) receiving the larges proportion of public money and therefore
holding the greatest amount of resource.
Figure 5 Dominance of Foundation theatres 2012

Membership and networks
During survey, participants were asked about their membership of theatrebased organisations and also their primary sources of information. Key
findings:
Sources of information: Although individual theatres (their websites,
social media presence, and leaflets) are an important source of
information for the entire sector, there are several strategic
organisations and networks cited as being important for information
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provision including, Creative Scotland (especially the Opportunities
portal of the main website and RSS feeds), the Federation of Scottish
Theatre, Equity, and to a lesser extent NTS. The importance of the
press was noted as particularly important, especially The Stage and The
Guardian. For individual sub-sectors, the importance of the
Playwrights’ Studio Scotland and Scottish Society of Playwrights was
noted, as was SSCAN (Scottish Street and Circus Arts Network), and
Promote YT for youth theatre and Imaginate for children’s theatre.
Whilst the use and significance of web-based communication is much
in evidence in Scottish theatre (e.g. the internet forum of SCOT NITs
and SSCAN, and the personal Twitter feeds of Mark Fisher, for Theatre
Scotland), the importance of local word-of-mouth and social
interaction (e.g. in bars!) should not be overlooked. A third of all survey
participants noted the importance of local word-of-mouth in securing
information about the sector. For this reason, whilst Scottish theatre is
in every respect a contemporary digitised sector its continued growth
and competitiveness rests to a large extent on the networks of
individual members, either formally through board and group
membership activities, or informally through local word-of-mouth.
Membership groups: A total of 257 membership groups were identified
during survey with the sector to which nearly half (46%) of all
participants are connected to. From this, one might conclude that
Scottish theatre is a highly connected sector and the variety of groups
in existence highlights the institutional thickness of the sector.
Summary of findings in relational mapping
•

Most freelance workers and small companies are located close to
centres of opportunity, most notably around the theatre and
performance companies in and around Edinburgh and Glasgow.
Actors, directors/producers, and playwrights exhibit a wider
geography, which suggests that they are key areas of both export (to the
UK and overseas8) and import to Scottish audiences. Support services
(such as agents, set production, props and equipment production/hire)
and specialist professional services (such as theatre-based consultants,
accountants, and voice coaches) have a more local outlook.

•

Centrally funded organisations exert a strong influence on the entire
sector, many of which are also theatre companies, and accordingly,
could be seen to act as platforms for wider connections. New and
emerging hubs are especially strong in their role as platforms and as a
nexus for connections.

•

Scottish theatre is served by a large number of membership
organisations, who represent different areas of Scotland and/or
different parts of the industry, provide connections to other parts of the
sector, as well as providing key sources of information. They comprise
both face-to-face and local organisations, as well as web-based
organisations. The breadth and number of these organisations further
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illustrate the institutional thickness of Scottish theatre and their role in
connecting different parts of the sector. The fact that so many
participants cited the importance of both national and web-based
organisations, and local/face-to-face organisations does tend to
highlight the complex ecology of the sector and the importance of
social-professional networks.
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Repertoire
The review of repertoire -- investigating repertoire available to audiences in
Scotland during three months, in three years over three decades – is an
addition to the brief. We set out to identify trends in what audiences in
Scotland have been able to experience since 1991. Using a sample from each
decade we have uncovered evidence on trends and patterns in programming
which is reflected in other material in the review.
A full analysis is given in the companion report: Changes In Repertoire In
Scottish Theatre September, October, November 1991, 2001, 2011 by Emilia
Weber. Below is illustrated the range of repertoire for each period. (NOTE for
ease the same chart is shown in colour and in black and white).
Figure 6: Breakdown in Repertoire 1991-2001 (colour)

Repertoire(Area,(Scotland((199142011)(
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Figure 7 Breakdown in Repertoire 1991-2011 (black and white)
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Key findings:
A growth in new work- especially new Scottish work. In the periods
surveyed there has been an increase in the category New Writing
(Scottish) especially in Glasgow. The number of shows in this category
increased from 12 in 1991 to 13 in 2001 to 34 in 2011. The data
demonstrate that in 2011 out of the 34 New Writing (Scottish) plays
seven were performed as part of ‘A Play, A Pie and A Pint’ and one was
performed at Òran Mór outside of this series. Further analysis shows
that the increase in Glasgow is also linked to the programming at the
Tron Theatre and at Eastwood Park Theatre. In 2011, out of the 34 New
Writing (Scottish) shows nine were performed at the Tron theatre five
out of the 34 were performed at Eastwood Park Theatre. In addition,
the establishment of the National Theatre of Scotland (NTS) in 2006
has had an impact on the increase in Scottish New Writing in Glasgow,
with three out of the 34 plays in this category in 2011 commissioned by
NTS. A proportion of the increase can also be attributed to the
Glasgay! Festival, with four out of the 34 plays in this category in 2011
being shown as part of this festival. In Edinburgh, there was a decline
in this category over the three decades, dropping from 23 in 1991 to 18
in 2011. This is mainly due to a decline in the number of productions at
the Traverse Theatre.
Musicals/Revue/Variety/Cabaret There has been an increase in
Musicals/Revue/Variety/Cabaret across Scotland, especially in
Edinburgh and Glasgow in the years and months chosen for study. In
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Glasgow this category has changed from 34 shows in 1991 to 24 in 2001
but ultimately peaked at 41 in 2011. In Edinburgh we can see that this
category has seen a steady increase from seven shows in 1991 to 14 in
2001 and 23 in 2011. Further investigation of the data shows that in
three theatres in Glasgow - the King’s Theatre, the Pavilion Theatre and
the Theatre Royal - the output of text-based shows rose from 1991 to
2001 (from five to nine) but overall fell from nine in 2001 to seven in
2011. However, these three theatres’ output of musicals and tribute
shows has continued to make up a large proportion of their
programming with fourteen Musicals/Revue/Variety/Cabaret being
shown in each of the three years chosen for study. These findings
indicate that there is less text-based drama on large/commercial stages
overall yet there is a consistently high output of musicals and tribute
shows.
A drop in Modern Drama (defined as drama from 20th century) Output
has decreased in both Modern Drama (20th C) and Modern Scottish
(20th C) in both Glasgow and Edinburgh. In Glasgow, Modern Drama
(20th C) decreased from 27 shows in 1991, to 26 in 2001 to seven in
2011 – similarly Modern Scottish (20th C) decreased in Glasgow from
13 shows in 1991, to six in both 2001 and 2011. Edinburgh data
provides similar statistics: Modern Drama (20th C) decreased from 20
shows in 1991 to 13 in 2001 and 12 in 2011. Modern Scottish (20th C)
has decreased in Edinburgh from five shows in 1991, to four in 2001 to
three in 2011. The decrease in these two categories can be linked to the
both The Arches and Tramway programming fewer plays in both
categories. The Arches programmed five plays in these categories in
1991, one in 2001 and none in 2011. The Tramway programmed three
in 1991 and none in 2001 and 2011.
Classical Theatre: There have been fewer ‘Classics’ performed in the
years and months chosen for this study. In Glasgow there were two
performed in 1991, three in 2001 and one in 2011. In Edinburgh there
were two in 1991, two in 2001 and five in 2011. In The Rest of Scotland
there were two in 1991, none in 2001 and three in 2011.
An increase in Experimental/Performance Art Across Scotland: there
has been a marked increase in Experimental theatre and Performance
Art. Glasgow has seen the largest increase with five shows in this
category in 1991, 13 in 2001 and 22 in 2011. In Edinburgh in both 1991
and 2001 there were no shows in this category but seven in 2011 and
similarly in The Rest of Scotland there were none in 1991 and 2001 but
five in 2011.
Children’s work: In Glasgow and Edinburgh there has been a steady
output of Children’s theatre and Family Work. In Glasgow there were
five shows in this category in 1991, seven in 2001 and five in 2011. In
Edinburgh there were four shows in this category in 1991, ten in 2001
and five in 2011. We might have expected a growth in children’s work
but this report does not include work in schools and the period studied
falls outside the school holidays. This also confirms the view from the
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children’s sector that there is a perception that children’s theatre is
thriving but in fact there is very little output because of the number of
companies working in this area is very small.

Follow the money
At the start of this project we came across a widely held view that there is less
money being spent on productions today than ‘in the past’. It was suggested
that more of the investment in theatre was going on building infrastructure or
on staff.
A report by Equity, produced in the run up to the establishment of Creative
Scotland, argued that there was an erosion in the size and range of repertoire
over 20 years (from 1990/91 to 2009/2010) and this was having an impact on
jobs and the creative output for Scottish audiences.9
There were two issues we wanted to look at—is there less or more money
being in theatre now than before?; and what proportion of that is going ‘on the
stage’? A full breakdown of the figures, and how they were gathered, is given
in the Digest of Statistics. First we looked at what money was going into
theatre in Scotland.
Funding
• There have been significant increases in the value of Scottish Arts
Council/Creative Scotland awards to fund theatre/related work over
the period 2008/09 to 2010/11. The increase is attributable to the
decision of the funding agencies to invest the rise in Lottery funding in
the sector and reflect changes in funding priorities towards funding
community venues and touring organisations to programme crossartform performances including theatre.
•

In 2009/10 Scottish Arts Council revenue funding was the most
significant funding stream for both Foundation and Flexible funded
organisations (64% and 73% of total funding respectively). Local
authority revenue funding was the next most significant funding
stream, making up almost a quarter of total Foundation organisation
funding, and 11% of flexible funded organisational funding.

•

A survey of local authority spending on the arts suggests that
approximately half of Scottish local authorities have reduced the level
of revenue expenditure on the arts. However a similar number report
that they have plans to increase the amount they invest in capital
projects in the arts.

Earned income
• Overall earned income from box office and ‘other’ sources increased
from 2008/09 to 2009/10 for both Foundation and Flexible funded
organisations. For both types of organisation the most significant
increases related to ‘other’ sources.
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From this—and from the interviews – we can determine that there has not
been overall a decline in funding from Creative Scotland. Notably the number
of individual project funded awards increased substantially over the years
from 2008/09 to 2010/11. The total value of these awards increased
significantly between 2008/09 and 2009/10, before flattening out in 2010/11.
When we take account of the Government investment in NTS, we can see that
there has been an increase not a decline of investment in theatre. Nor has
earned income dropped.
This is borne out by figures produced by FST which indicate a 52% increase in
funding for theatre in Scotland, including investment in NTS, from
2001/2002 to 2009/2010. 10
Spending
Is there less ‘going on the stage? The review of repertoire indicates that for
audiences in Scotland there is more not less work available across the decades.
Figure 8 No of productions by year and geographic area

Glasgow
Edinburgh
Rest of Scotland

1991
110
66
25

2001
102
55
99

2011
131
74
79

201

256

284

It should be noted that these figures include amateur work and commercial as
well as theatre NOT funded by SAC/ Creative Scotland, for example NTS.
On the face of it, there is more investment and more work being produced.
However, we have data on building based theatres in the 1990s and when we
compare the data of this sample of SAC/Creative Scotland funded theatres
over the decades, we can see in percentage terms that there is less money
being spent on stage (see also Digest of Statistics)11:
•

In an average year in the 1990s, building based theatre companies
spent 39p of every £1 on programming and 61p on other overheads.
By the 2000s this had reduced to 28p in the £ on programming and
increased to 72p on other overheads.

•

Over the same period the average number of in-house productions
created by building based theatre companies reduced by 48%. The
number of performances they gave reduced by 30% and attendances
for their own shows reduced by 68%.

•

The ratio of performances produced in house to visiting companies
is now approximately 50:50.
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Figure 9: Changes in balance of expenditure between 1990s and 2000s in four buildingbased companies
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Trends in Outputs: Foundation Companies
The same data sources (with the addition of Perth Theatre) produce the
following trends between the two decades.

Figure 10 Productions and Performances 1990s and 2000s

Average Average %
1990s 2000s Change
£
£
In house Productions created
160
83
52
Total Performances
1647
1147
70
Total attendances
410827 279425
68
Box Office Income (gross)
2248207 2663451
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While this is only a sample, and not an analysis of the whole sector,
nevertheless it represents the five key theatres to which the bulk of the ongoing funds are invested and they do represent the infrastructure -- as such
this information gives us a perspective on how theatre funding works.
Where has the money gone? There is not enough detailed data available to
give a complete breakdown. What is known is that there have been recent cost
rises in overheads. Rising costs in running a building – particularly rises in
heating and fuel -- have had an impact on theatre budgets. Similarly across
the 20-year period, there have been costs that are borne by any business in
terms of health and safety and minimum wage- and these tend to have a
disproportionate impact on Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs) and
micro businesses. No one is getting rich on theatre. Most companies indicate
wage freezes for the last few years and in 2009/10 staff at both Foundation
and Flexible funded theatre companies were predominantly working on a
part-time basis -- even more pronounced for Flexible funded organisations.
In some cases, money spent on creative work may have been moved from
‘production’ to overheads. For example education and outreach work and the
running of workshops to support the programme, have in many cases been
consolidated into the core salaries budget.
The impact of this shift is obvious: fewer productions and a commensurate
impact on audiences, low guarantees to visiting companies (or no guarantees
in some cases), smaller cast sizes and squeezed production budgets. And
perhaps the question has to be asked, what is the point of having an education
service or marketing and development department or even a technical team if
there is no money to put work on stage for audiences?
One way of addressing this might be the sharing of resources and we re-visit
this question later.

Cultural Context: Shock of the New
There have been some important changes to the environment in which theatre
operates – both in terms of cultural policy and the wider body politic.
The establishment of the National Theatre of Scotland (NTS) has had a huge
effect on theatre in Scotland. The majority of the theatre community supports
it—indeed the FST and its members led the way in making the case. It is
much admired for its support for new work; its impact on the profile of theatre
at home and abroad; its work in developing new artists and its commitment to
working across Scotland. Those who do work closely with NTS are fulsome in
their praise of their methods of working. Nevertheless there is a widely held
view that NTS is ‘closed’ and works only with a select group or companies and
individuals. However, this negativity is countered by the view that there is a
clear artistic policy and the NTS team should have the right to pick and choose
with whom they worked – especially since they are being successful in doing
so.
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NTS relies on the rest of the sector being healthy. As Vicky Featherstone,
Director of NTS asserted, ‘I always said right from beginning, for us to be
successful, there have to be successful confident artists in Scotland and
successful funded companies providing an infrastructure.’
On the other hand, could its very success ‘squeeze out’ other initiatives? Is
there a danger that the infrastructure has been weakened by the very success
of NTS? Yes, according to one interviewee:
It does feel a bit now that there is a great big fat critter sitting on top of
a slightly flimsy bit of scaffolding and the scaffolding is starting to
creak. And the big fat critter is a beautiful big critter but it is about to
put its big fat arse on the ground.
The mapping tells us that the major Creative Scotland funded theatres provide
‘the scaffolding’ and, as we examine them more carefully we see their role has
shifted in the last decade from a place which makes and presents its own work
to a player in collaboration, producing and being a receiving venue.
If anyone had suggested, back in 2003, that there was room
in Scotland’s busy theatre scene for a new theatrical initiative that
would present almost 40 new plays a year, to a serious professional
standard; and would do it almost entirely without public funds, in a
room beneath a recently-converted church-turned-pub in the West End
of Glasgow - well, most people involved in theatre would have laughed
the idea to scorn. Joyce McMillan, Theatre critic12
250 plays on, A Play A Pie and A Pint at Òran Mór is one of the great success
stories of Scottish theatre. Loved by actors, writers and directors for the
opportunity to do work, the financial rewards may be modest (yet considered
fair), but the rewards in artistic terms are enormous. A large loyal audience
who are up for anything is huge in itself. The impact goes wider into radio,
touring theatre and international partnerships. A great deal of the success is
down to the producer David Maclennan’s approach and his ‘open door’
attitude to writers.
A Play A Pie and A Pint works outside the funding system and, working with
minimal staff and with overheads covered by the venue, Òran Mór, the money
does go ‘on the stage’ with the playwright being the most important. The
positive PR for Òran Mór the pub business, is incalculable. Without
exception, everyone interviewed for this survey talked positively about the
venture and all referred to it as ‘Òran Mór’.
Part of the success of A Play, A Pie and A Pint is down to the range of writers
working in Scotland. A decade on from the establishment of the Playwrights’
Studio Scotland -- and 40 years from the establishment of the Scottish Society
of Playwrights—playwriting sits at the heart of Scottish theatre. The impact is
not only on Òran Mór.
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The evidence suggests that Scottish and new work is not confined to one or
two spaces. The FST data show that half all theatre productions and two thirds
of performances presented in Scotland are presented by Scottish companies.13
New work is to be found in the work of Flexible funded companies (for
example Fire Exit, Vanishing Point and Stellar Quines); in the work of project
funded companies (from small scale touring companies Random Accomplice,
Dog Star to Untitled Projects Theatre Cryptic and Magnetic North); and in the
work of children’s companies like Catherine Wheels, Wee Stories and Visible
Fictions.
The received wisdom is that audiences do not turn out for new work but this
perception is challenged by the examples given above. It is new work that
attracts TV and cinema audiences and as one producer put it, ‘our visual
artists are not doing copies of the Mona Lisa.’ It is new work which drives
Scottish theatre with writers sitting at its heart.
As suggested above in the section on mapping, there is a growing amount of
collaboration and, to a lesser extent, cross artform collaboration happening.
As indicated, the NTS has an important role to play in this. It goes beyond
this, however. In structural terms, Mull Theatre is merging with An Tobar to
create a new project on Mull; Horsecross is now a well-established merger
between the Perth Concert Hall and Perth Rep; the Citizens’ Theatre has
recently become home to several companies and initiatives and so on. In
artistic terms, co-productions exist at every level. In the commercial/largescale sector, the Scottish Theatre Consortium of major theatres, collaborates
on projects such as Sunset Song or, more imminently, The Cone Gatherers14.
Mull Theatre is on tour with two plays from A Play A Pie and A Pint and the
Tron re-mounted another of its shows, Casablanca to the Edinburgh Festival
Fringe in 2011 and has plans to take further.
However there is concern about how a co-production is defined with ‘help in
kind’ being offered by (usually the larger organisation rather than money).
While this is welcomed and often what is required, there is some resentment
that the larger theatres look to getting their ‘name on the poster’ in return for
little investment and no risk.
According to some theatre artists we interviewed, ‘risk’ or ‘ambition’ is
missing from areas of Scottish theatre. This appears paradoxical in light of
the evidence of commitment to new work—in particular new plays – and
collaboration. Set against the artistic energy there is an unease and
uncertainty within the Creative Scotland-funded theatres.
In discussions across the theatre sector there is an anxiety which has sprung
from the changes in structures, processes and priorities over the last seven
years starting with the Culture Commission in 2005 and the proposals to reshape the funding agencies. This anxiety is despite continued support at a
political level. The implementation of the changes took several years leading
to the establishment of Creative Scotland with its new plans. The uncertainty
is further shaped by changes to funding streams away from two or three year
flexible funding. Then there are more profound changes taking place in the
environment—economic uncertainty, growing impact of digital developments
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and concerns over climate change — all of which have an impact on how
theatre is shaped.
Our interpretation of the evidence is that there is no particular resistance to
change within theatre but that there is a weariness of new direction being
proposed and then not implemented nor followed through. These changes
affect all creative and cultural areas and not just theatre and one essential skill
for artists of all disciplines is the skill to adapt to changing times.
In theatre there have been profound developments- the establishment of NTS,
the development of A Play, A Pie and A Pint, the international success of
children’ work and so on. Behind this there are structural problems which we
will discuss in the next chapter.

Stand Scotland where it did?
The FST’s work on comparative data indicates that over the last decade while
government investment in Scottish theatre has increased by 54%, the figures
for England and Wales are 71% and 132% respectively (the latter includes
investment in the National Theatre for Wales).15 The FST also looked at
investment in theatre from central government funds over the last five years
across artforms and discovered that 36% went to theatre in Wales, 30% in
England and 22% in Scotland. Across the board the largest investment went
on music with theatre next.
In England, even after the substantial cuts in funding from central
government, there is still a slight increase in theatre funding from Arts
Council England to theatre. This translates into support for 179 theatres in
England, 19 in Wales and 8 Foundation and currently 14 Flexible
organisations in Scotland.
Local authority investment continues to be vital for theatre in Scotland,
remaining around the 12%-14% of turnover and while there are cuts
happening this year and next, they are not the level of 25%-100%
implemented by some English local authorities.16
The whole point of devolution is that decisions in Scotland are made to reflect
Scotland’s priorities and we present these data as evidence that theatre in
Scotland is not overly privileged in terms of central government investment.
We would not argue for increased investment simply on the basis of
comparative data.
Cuts in public sector funding are inevitable but the political support (as well as
financial) from the Scottish Government and Parliament, and local
government, was commented on favourably when compared with our English
neighbours.
However there is an understandable uncertainty around continued and
‘ongoing’ funding prompted by the decision of Creative Scotland to change the
basis of funding in response to greater Lottery funds being available and a
squeeze on ‘voted’ funds. Nevertheless there is a widely held view that overall
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the Scottish Government remains supportive of the arts in general and theatre
in particular.
In summary, much of the energy in Scottish theatre comes from its embracing
of new work. Developments over the last decade – certainly since devolutionhave seen marked changes in the structures of theatre in Scotland. The
positives include a well-networked and knowledgeable sector and a wide
spread of venues. On the negative side, in the main theatres, there has been a
diversion away from funding work on stage into other areas. Theatre
structures are in transition and how this transition is completed is going to
determine the vibrancy of theatre making in Scotland in the next decade.
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Chapter 3 Main issues
1 Talent Development
Creative industries are unlike virtually any other sector, being heavily
reliant on highly qualified graduate and post! graduate workers which
are provided by HEIs in ever increasing numbers. (Ball 2010: 2)17
This section looks at:
•
•
•
•
•

The development of new talent in theatre and role of HE/FE
The support for existing theatre artists, the mid-career issues and
retention
Reward
Specific issues on technical skills
Leadership and succession planning

Studies into jobs in the creative and cultural industries, like the one quoted at
the start of this secion, show that they are principally graduate professions:
currently 46% of the workforce in the creative and cultural industries hold
Level 4, or above, qualifications.18
From this we can deduce that a key source of theatre talent in Scotland is
Higher and Further education. Below is a summary of the current numbers
studying at the Royal Conservatoire of Scotland:
Figure 11 Student numbers RCS 2011/2012

BA Acting Total
BA Contemporary Performance Practice Total
BA Technical and Production Arts Total
BA Digital Film and TV Total
BA Modern Ballet Total
BA Musical Theatre Total
School of Drama UG Total

Home/
EC
55
36
90
37
29
38
285

MA Classical and Contemporary Text Acting Total
MA Classical and Contemporary Text Directing Total
MA Musical Theatre Musical Directing Total
MA Musical Theatre Performance Total
School of Drama PG Total

9
1
3
7
20

International

Total

11
6
4
2
1
8
32

66
42
94
39
30
46
317

11
2
2
10
25

20
3
5
17
45

Of the 300 Home and EU students, how many of them find work? The
destination figures for 2010 (the last year for which complete figures are
available) indicate that the majority from every course is in related
employment. For example at BA level, 58.82% Acting course graduates are
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working in related employment, 76.92% from Contemporary Performance
Practice and 72% from Technical and Production Arts.
Another source for theatre talent is the Theatre Studies Department at
University of Glasgow. 2010/2011 had five home and EU students and two
international students on MLitt Dramaturgy and Playwriting course (post
graduate). In the same year there were 15 students graduating in the
undergraduate course, MA Theatre Studies. One of those graduates has gone
to Drama School, one joined Ankur Productions, one is a Drama Tutor at East
Lothian Youth Theatre, one is an Assistant Stage Manager with Magnetic
North and another has just been awarded an Assistant Director’s Bursary to
work with Untitled Projects.
New Masters courses are being launched in Edinburgh and St Andrews –
aligned with theatre practice. Nicola McCartney, playwright is leading the
MSc in Writing for Theatre & Performance commencing in Sept 2012 at the
University of Edinburgh. A Masters in Creative Writing at the University of St
Andrews is being piloted at the moment and is directly linked with the Byre
Theatre for the playwriting aspect of the course.
Dundee Rep has ambitious plans, backed by Creative Scotland to develop a
Creative Campus taking over the Bonar Hall from the University of Dundee
and develop continuous professional development courses, apprenticeships
and other links with the university.
Scottish Drama Training Network includes all courses at HE and FE. At HE
level, as well as the Royal Conservatoire of Scotland, acting/ performance and
musical theatre courses are offered by the University of the West of Scotland,
Napier University and Queen Margaret. The latter also offers technical skills
education. Thirteen FE colleges offer courses in acting, and three in musical
theatre. A further five offer courses in technical skills. 19
An example of the FE contribution is Carnegie College Dunfermline.
Carnegie College HND In 2009/2010 the 19 students completed their
HND at the College. Eleven entered university: one into a Masters in
Acting at Royal Conservatoire Scotland; five into Acting (Hons) degrees
(one in London) and five into Community Theatre degrees. Four are in
Community Theatre work including Jem Sinclair’s company Shoogalie
Road Productions which toured ‘The Big Picnic’ into schools and around
the west coast and several companies have also been founded. There were
nine graduates in 2010/11 and they too have gone to HE (five into
Community Theatre degree courses) and five left to work in various
unrelated employment. Two returned to the College to gain more
qualifications.
There are changes in the kind of performer emerging from colleges and
universities today. As with the Carnegie College example, setting up your own
company is one route. Taking this further, RCS has ambitions to develop
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graduates who will be equipped to shape the future and challenge orthodoxies
in theatre, referred to as ‘agents for change’.
In a discussion with a group of generally older actors, there was agreement
that today they would encourage young actors to keep developing skills –
especially other performance skills including singing and playing instruments.
Both The Arches and the National Theatre of Scotland (NTS) are seen as
having a crucial role in developing new theatre talent post-education with
initiatives like Platform 18. This year’s Behaviour festival at The Arches is
showcasing last year’s winners of Platform 18 alongside international artists
on its festival programme. There are other opportunities for emerging artists.
For example the Federation of Scottish Theatre (FST) schemes for directors
and producers are much praised.

Case Study: Pathways to Work
In 2011 a training programme Pathways to Work for Highland-based
graduates was run in parallel with Open Book’s large-scale production of
Para Handy that toured major venues across Scotland. The six graduates
attended a ten-day programme over three weeks. The aim of was to enable
them to enhance general and specific skills in order to create their own
projects in the future. The format was a series of talks and interactive
sessions with established theatre makers and policy makers in the
Highlands and beyond. The evaluation showed that the programme was
well received by the participants who all believed they had gained what they
wanted from the initiative in practical terms but also now believed that it is
possible to stay in the Highlands and Moray to establish their career. Its
link with a piece of theatre and the informal opportunities for the
participants to meet the cast and crew of the production at breaks and
lunchtimes was also seen as having a positive impact on the experience.1
In terms of inspiring the next generation of theatre makers, and offering them
a chance to explore their creativity, the role of amateur theatre, community
theatre, student and youth theatre should not be underestimated. For many
participating in these activities, the motivation is about taking part and the
result the building of social capital. Yet there are many examples of student
companies becoming professional vehicles for new talent. Equally, the youth
theatre movement plays a role in talent development and talent spotting. One
theatre maker explained the importance of the local amateur company in his
youth when he took part in and saw a huge range of theatre that was not
immediately accessible from professional companies.
Overall there was a widely held view that theatre suffered from a lack of
support for the development of directors The RCS’s course in Classical and
Contemporary Text Directing is the only HE course specifically focussed on
training directors. There is no equivalent in Scotland to the Birkbeck20,
University of London course which offers a two-year course, for a maximum of
ten students, which includes extensive contact with current theatre
professionals and a secondment to a theatre company. With fees for
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Home/EU students at £7,000 per annum this is considered unsustainable for
Scottish students and institutions, and not a feasible solution to Scotland’s
training needs and different approaches are required.
The need is not just for those who can direct plays but also those who can lead
companies. Senior players in the theatre in Scotland today started their
careers on placements/bursaries and schemes which allowed them up to a
year, sometimes more, working across different roles in major theatres. As
many commented, nothing beats doing the work and having access to largescale space and given the opportunity to manage and lead staff. The bursaries
available at the moment are limited and do not give that breadth of
opportunity and there is a clear gap. There is also a view that there is a lack of
‘risk-taking’ in talent development. Everything, which is said about the need
to develop directors, also applies to designers where the opportunities are
even fewer.
In contrast, we can look to the playwrights. The place of the playwright is
central to theatre in Scotland. The combination of the Playwrights’ Studio
Scotland the Scottish Society of Playwrights (SSP) has delivered an
internationally recognised cohort of dramatists which, in the words of one is a
sector which has ‘strength as well as depth’ i.e. there is a range of talent and
types of writing providing a rich source of material.
Not all new work is text-based and much new and, in some cases
experimental, work the performer is also the director and creator of the work.
Yet for many in these roles they still prefer to call themselves ‘playwrights’
emphasising the place of the text and the importance of being rigorous in the
creation of the work. As one playwright/director/producer said, ‘I do write
my shows. I don’t make them up in the rehearsal room.’
In all of this, there is a real concern about reward. Many young artists
creating work for the paying public, do not expect to be paid: they pay others
but they get nothing from the project. The Arches is applauded for its work
with emerging artists but the recurrent line is, ‘they have no money’.
This becomes even more acute at mid-career artists. Even when there is a
union rate it is not always respected. Writers, actors and directors complain
about the level of remuneration they are offered for work. Not all of the
companies guilty of this are publicly funded but where they are receiving
funding from Creative Scotland they are obliged to pay industry agreed rates.
This is a matter which needs closer monitoring.
The SSP is pushing for a more rigorous monitoring of the way in which theatre
companies offer playwright commissions. It is common practice for theatre
directors to discuss an idea with a writer and then ask to writer to come back
when it has been written – rather than offering a fee to write. This could be a
failure on the part of the director just to say ‘no I don’t like this idea’ but it
does suggest a lack of honesty in dealings.
It is also claimed that many theatre companies talk about ‘commissioning
work’ or advertise work as ‘new commission’ when there has been
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considerably less than an agreed commissioning fee given to the writer. From
the other side, the theatres argue that they want to commission new work but
cannot afford the full fee (one director of a project funded company pointed
out that in their last project the writer who did get a full contract fee, earned
more than anyone else on the project -- by some way -- including the director
himself).
The mapping has confirmed what was already coming through the other
research, many working in the theatre have portfolio careers. There is
extensive evidence of flexible working across the theatre sector
And it is well represented by freelance workers (representing around a third of
the sector), who operate across a number of sub-sectors and also hold
multiple appointments. On average each freelance worker has 1.33 job/roles,
whilst around a third hold 3 or more jobs. As a result, it is not uncommon for
some freelance workers to operate in their chosen field of say, dance, drama,
music, or writing, whilst also holding a fractional appointment in an
associated or different sector.
Extensive portfolio working denotes an institutionalised approach to flexible
working in theatre in which individual workers hold multiple roles or jobs.
This increases both their skills and their contact with other people, thereby
boosting the sector’s density and diversity of human capital and with it, the
potential for cross-fertilisation.21
The downside to this phenomenon means for some anyway, there is often not
the opportunity to do what they really want to do. This is particularly true of
actors – and even more acute with older actors who have moved into the
world of families and mortgages. Scottish actors tend to have a broad
repertoire—they have to – and move easily and willingly between new work,
classics, panto and variety. However these opportunities are shrinking –as we
have seen from the figures. Radio work is steady in Scotland but relying on
broadcasting and film work to augment theatre fees does not provide enough
for the community in Scotland. In related areas there are openings in
teaching and corporate work. However at the end of the day an actor wants to
work as an actor and no amount of portfolio opportunities will satisfy that.
This could result in a talent drain south –as has happened in the past but
there is limited evidence of this as theatre in England contracts.
One way of sustaining practice for all theatre workers is in attending courses—
short or long which provide continuous professional development. Actors, it
appears, are reluctant to undertake this partly for cost reason and partly
because they want always to be available for work should it come up. The
Continuous Professional Development funds offered by Creative Scotland
across the board to those in all artforms, were welcomed but in general it was
felt that the 12 week lead-in time is too long—not all course are advertised
three months in advance—and it was felt that these were the kind of funds
best devolved to the sector to manage via FST or similar.
FST currently manages courses for technical staff via its annual winter school
which addresses some continuous professional development in this area.
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However that is only part of the solution in this area. Last year’s report from
Culture and Creative Skills (CCS), has identified ‘significant gaps in work
based technical and specialist skills provision’. Steps are being taken by CCS
to develop a Technical Skills Academy to address the shortage of people with
the right technical skills and qualifications for theatre. This includes new skills
in IT and digital design as well as the traditional technical skills required in
theatre. The report also calls for greater development of higher skills in the
workforce with a greater focus on business and enterprise22.’ In this the
Foundation Organisations are well placed to provide the industry link.
In the study undertaken by FST, 74% of theatres claimed to engage in some
form of practitioner support or talent development.23 The Foundation
organisations are particularly well placed to provide opportunities for the
development of existing (as well as emerging) talent, providing a more skilled
workforce. The view from the sector is that they should be the prime movers
in talent development. The resources-- big stages, well equipped spaces and
access to expertise -- suggests they have a natural role in developing the next
generation of talent and several theatres are formulating their own and
collective plans at the moment in response to this.
This is not just an altruistic gesture on their part, the development of the next
generation of talent is key to their survival too. The question of ‘succession
planning’ is one which is rarely if ever discussed in theatre. The recent
changes in artistic leadership have seen new faces leading Scottish theatres
but this follows a period of artistic ‘musical chairs’. Part of this issue rests with
boards and the view from the sector is that there is not enough diversity on
boards. We cannot confirm this assertion, as there is insufficient evidence
(see Equalities section). Training and development should not exclude the
role of the volunteer board member.
Interestingly there are few Scots involved in running theatres in Scotland (by
Scots we mean those educated at school in Scotland). The generally held view
is that the attraction and retention of people from all over the UK and beyond
is a good thing and so the lack of Scottish leadership is not considered an issue
of discrimination nor inequality. The question is, does it matter? Many of
our playwrights are Scottish and we have a tremendous tradition of Scottish
acting talent it is strange therefore that there are so few running theatres here
or elsewhere in the UK for that matter.
‘As someone who spends most of his time in the film industry, it was a great
pleasure to find that in the theatre the writer doesn't get fired’, so said John
Hodge, screenwriter of Trainspotting, when accepting his Olivier award for
his first stage play, Collaborators.
Writers and directors in Scotland do not, in general, work across media.
Actors were the only group who regularly moved between theatre and
television and film. The transition from theatre directing to television
directing is confined to one or two examples over the decades. While there are
Scottish writers receiving regular opportunities in River City, overall there is
little evidence of Scotland’s playwrights becoming Scotland’s screenwriters.
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Given the strength of Scottish writing this is appears on the face of it to be a
lost opportunity.
The move from stage to screen (and vice versa) is not straightforward nor are
all playwrights keen to make that transition. The disciplines are different and
so too are the editorial demands. There needs to be the development of trust
and understanding from both the writer/theatre maker and the broadcaster.
However first there needs to be the policy commitment to make work in
Scotland.
Cardiff and Manchester provide a stronger focus for TV drama production
outside London and the concern is that drama output from BBC Scotland has
diminished in the last few years with little or no opportunities coming from
other broadcasters. However the recent appointment of a new Head of Drama
at BBC Scotland does promise a renewed approach. It is early days but the
commitment is there to develop work from Scotland, using Scottish on-screen
and technical talent and telling stories which will play to a network audience
and beyond.
Feature film is, in its funding and structure a long-term development with
only a few Scottish films breaking through every few years and the culture not
always appealing, as John Hodge suggests24.
This matters at a very basic level because working in TV, in particular,
provides a sustainable living. At another level it provides more creative
opportunities. And for audiences it delivers a diversity of voices and stories.
Further exploration of this is a matter for a review on the screen industries but
the creative talent in Scottish theatre is not, at this stage, finding its way on to
the screen.
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2 Quality
When McGrath opened up the Highland and Island touring circuit with
The Cheviot there was no perceived gap in those communities at that
time. When Bryden did The Ship and The Big Picnic at Harland and
Wolff in Govan there was no perceived gap in epic theatre in postindustrial space. When Brook did The Mahabarata at Tramway there
was no perceived gap in theatre based on Indian classical texts. Most of
the memorable and influential theatre in Scotland from Ronconi's
Orlando Furioso at the Haymarket Ice Rink, to The Great Northern
Welly Boot Show in the Waverley Market, from the sight specific work
of Grid Iron to the touring companies huge body of work in village
halls, working men’s clubs and community centres in urban housing
schemes has not been generated to fill gaps but has been created by the
vision of individuals and groups of artists. David Maclennan, in email
follow up to interview
In this section we look at:
• The quality of Scottish theatre and how it is assessed.
• The range of work produced in Scotland and, reflecting the quotation
above, what approach might be taken by Creative Scotland to address
gaps in provision.
Everyone wants to be able to argue that theatre in Scotland is of good quality.
The debate around quality -- how you judge, assess or measure -- is one which
has no final resolution. However, as is almost universally recognised, quality
of the work is not determined by the size of the audience or the amount of
money generated (although these might contribute to any assessment). Nor is
quality simply about the number of prizes won or good reviews received—
although again that could be an aspect of measurement.
This issue was debated with the sector and it was agreed that there was a need
for a ‘robust, reflective dialogue’ which would involve artists, venues,
audiences and funders. 25 What might this look like?
One model, adopted by both Puppet and Animation and the Playwrights’
Studio Scotland, is an American model from Liz Lerman’s Critical Response
Process. 26 Quality is defined starting from the creator’s intentions and
context. The creator and receiver assess the work with the use of a facilitator
providing robust mediation. This approach is being discussed in the dance
sector too in Scotland, and appears to provide a process which allows for both
self-reflection and peer review which are useful for funding and development
agencies too. Several commented that there are elements of this approach
which matched the processes used previously by the Scottish Arts Council
which remain, in part, a good model.
Quality is also about context. For those engaged in commercial theatre, for
example, considerations of return on investment are crucial and judgements
are made on the attractiveness of the title, the popularity of the cast as well as
the talent of the team. Different considerations come into play when devising
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a scratch night for new talent at The Arches or mounting a small tour to take
round Highland venues. What all these examples have in common is that they
require investment – public or private. Investment from Creative Scotland is
based on its priorities, as outlined in its Corporate Plan. While these are
understood, there is a gap in understanding how they are implemented.
More publicly, the role of the critic is regarded as important-, not only the
regular reviews in Scottish and UK media, but also the Critics’ Awards for
Theatre in Scotland (CATS)27 which give public recognition to all aspects of
theatre in Scotland over the past year. Also regarded as important is the role
of public debates such as the National Theatre of Scotland ’s Staging the
Nation where there can be an open debate about the direction of Scottish
theatre- as well as where it has come from. Academic discussion is also
regarded as key in this.
There is a danger that if Scottish theatre is assessed only by what it does now,
there is no room for new and diverse voices to come through. The mapping
has shown a broad range of ages in those working in theatre suggesting that
there are younger creators coming through who benefit from an established
and mature sector which is not closed to new ideas.
Figure 12 Theatre workers by age (2012)
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However there are areas of specialism that are struggling to develop quality
work. The issue for the development agency is, are these areas of strategic
importance and if so, what is required?
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Gaelic Theatre
Theatre in Gaelic is culturally important, and politically vital. It is part of the
move by the Scottish Government to understand and develop our indigenous
cultures and languages and Creative Scotland has its role to play. Attempts
have been made and failed in the past to sustain a Gaelic theatre company
working mainly in the Gaelic-speaking areas of the Highlands. There is a
widely held view that for theatre to flourish we need to develop talent in all
areas—acting, writing and directing. There needs to be some clarity around
what already is happening on the ground. And there needs to be some focus
around developing an audience.
We discussed talent development in the previous section, and the same issues
and solutions exist. The Royal Conservatoire of Scotland and Sabhal Mòr
Ostaig have developed a Memorandum of Understanding on the development
of talent for Gaelic theatre, broadcasting and film. It is a five year plan and
involves the development of teachers/trainers, master classes etc.
The National Theatre of Scotland (NTS) has appointed a Gaelic development
officer and is undertaking some research into who or what already exists. In a
direct parallel with the development of theatre audiences and artists in
English language Scottish theatre, there is an understanding of the
importance of amateur, community and student theatre. Sabhal Mòr Ostaig
has a youth and student group and recently welcomed an amateur
performance from Uist.
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Case Study: Na Mo Chuid Aodaich
In 2009, Pròiseact nan Ealan (The Gaelic Arts Agency) launched a
community arts project Na Mo Chuid Aodaich on the Isle of Lewis which
involved fashion shows in five communities using vintage clothing retrieved
from local attics, wardrobes and bottom drawers. The outfits were
renovated and modelled by the young women (and men) from the
community and the provenance and stories behind the items were collated
for voiceover during the catwalk presentation. For many, this was a new
insight into the past lives of neighbours and family. The success of the
project has led to it being presented again in Glasgow and Skye and is
planned for Inverness, North Uist and again on Lewis. It also won The Best
Small Event Of The Year Award and Chairman’s Award at The Scottish
Events Award in 2011.
The approach is to work with mainly amateur performers in each
community, engaging new writers and professional directors and technical
support.
Audience surveys undertaken at each of the shows, indicate that the
combination of community engagement, engaging show and professional
standards, was much valued. ‘More community productions at a similar
professional level’, demanded on respondent on Skye. The surveys also
indicated a real demand for more Gaelic theatre. Each of the island venues
was full to capacity with over 1700 attending the five shows and over 300
volunteers aged from 8 to 80.
Underlining the community links, the project is delivered in partnership
with Crossroads Care (charity supporting carers) which assisted with
sourcing the garments. In turn, the charity has benefited from fund raising
at each of the performances and to date £20,000 has been raised.

However there is a crucial question—what is Gaelic theatre for? Certainly it is
about celebrating a culture, but whose? As one interviewee said:
There are great Gaelic stories which deserve to be told and the Gaelic
culture is very safe in the realm of historical work but we need to
establish its place in the modern world […]. Many Gaelic speakers
today did not grow up on an island and children at Gaelic school feel
isolated from Gaelic in a modern sense. They can’t find anything to
connect to.
The challenge is to represent the breadth of this culture both rural and urban.
Gaelic theatre also needs to attract an audience from those who are not Gaelic
speakers but who love theatre (and happily attend foreign language theatre).
In terms of audience Gaelic theatre will not survive on Gaelic speakers alone.
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There is scope for links with non-Gaelic companies who do not have the
language but have the theatre skills. For example the Traverse and the
Playwrights’ Studio Scotland are obvious routes into playwriting; Imaginate
and the other children’s theatre companies develop artists to work with young
people. There is a commission for A Play A Pie and A Pint in the Autumn and,
as already indicated, NTS has taken steps in this direction working through
their Gaelic development officer. There are also opportunities opening up
beyond theatre with BBC Alba’s plans for Gaelic drama.
The long-term ambition is about creating a strong national presence for Gaelic
theatre working alongside NTS with the expectation of having a pan-Scotland
reach. It is also an ambition that will need to be delivered through
partnership across the agencies and with the theatres.
The metaphor most commonly used by those we interviewed is cultivation—
references to digging for talent (and not always in the obvious places), sowing
seeds and giving them time to grow before expecting a harvest. This is an area
which requires a long-term strategy. The challenge in the development of a
sustainable Gaelic theatre is to identify where there is artistic vision and
leadership – and not simply to view artistic development as an exercise in
central planning. The Gaelic-speaking creative community needs provide
artistic vision and leadership which Creative Scotland is encouraged to back.

Physical Performance: Circus, Physical and Street Theatre
Contemporary circus is coming of age all over the world and is rapidly
achieving recognition in Scotland as a vibrant, exciting sector of the
arts. 28
Circus in Scotland, quoted above, is a recently published blueprint for the
development of circus. It reminds us just how far this newly recognised form
of theatre has come from an almost standing start in 2005—and where it
wants to go by 2017. As with any theatre activity, the creating and
presentation of work is at its heart and there are at least six companies
working in this are with many other independent artists and other companies
working in circus from time to time. However artists also work on children
and adult classes, training and large-scale events including corporate events.
The Cultural Olympiad has already provided work for the sector and the 2014
Commonwealth Games is seen as an opportunity. The challenges for this area
of work parallel the rest of theatre. A big issue is attracting and retaining
talent and that links into access to good training, availability of space and
opportunities to produce work.
Circus Scotland also calls for the sector to be recognised as a legitimate
artform and part of theatre. This review’s mapping exercise has already
identified circus as being one of the key drivers in the theatre sector as a
whole. This blueprint is a significant step in the development of physical
performance. It draws parallels with another sector, puppetry where the
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establishment of an agency, in that case, Puppet Animation Scotland, is seen
to have had a significant impact on the development of that area. This
blueprint for circus will be followed shortly by a similar one for physical and
street theatre that will deal with similar issues.
The challenge for publicly funded theatre in Scotland – and for Creative
Scotland as the development agency -- is to find a common language by which
the quality of the work can be discussed. This is not a role that can be
devolved to one agency, company or individual. Creative has to retain an
overview of the whole of the creative and cultural industries and where public
money is invested. However theatre has to show leadership in this too – as it
did in the past with the case for a national theatre for Scotland delivered via
the Federation of Scottish Theatre.
This leadership can be seen in the development of ‘new’ areas in the last
decade and the growing confidence in physical performance is illustrated in
the example of circus above. We can also point to Puppet Animation Scotland
which has not only led the development of puppetry and animation in for
children but also for broader audiences through the manipulate festival
established in 2008. To these we can add children’s theatre and theatre for
and by those with disabilities (discussed further in later sections) as examples
of artists with vision working with funding and development agencies to
deliver a whole new area of work to new audiences.
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3 Audiences
By far the most important marketing tool is quality of the product.
Interviewee
This section looks at issues of marketing and building audiences.
•
•
•
•

Numbers—performances and attendances
Range- profile of audiences
Weaknesses in marketing
Digital opportunities

The analysis of data from 2008/2009- 2009/2010 contained in the Digest of
Statistics shows:
•

an increase in the audiences for building based theatre (Foundation,
Flexible funded and including the Edinburgh International theatre
attendances)

•

numbers of touring performances from Foundation theatres increased
whilst attendances fell. For Flexible funded organisations the reverse
was the case – numbers of performances on tour decreased whilst
attendances went up.

•

National Theatre of Scotland (NTS) performances and attendances
decreased markedly in 2009/10 compared to 2008/09, but that is
explained by a strong focus on developing new work and touring on the
small and mid scales in 2009/10. In 2010/11, performances and
attendances exceeded those recorded in 2008/09.

Overall these figures show an increase in attendances at theatre in Scotland.
It also implies that NTS has not, overall, undermined audience at other
theatres. However this is over just a few years and is limited as a marker of
trends in these economic turbulent times.
The Source Project takes a longer view and shows that between 2006/7 and
2010/11 audiences for plays and drama saw a classic 'u shaped' curve from a
highpoint in 2006/7 to a low in 2008/9 since when there has been a steady
recovery but neither audiences, box offices receipts or the number of
households attending plays has recovered to 2006/7 levels. From this we
might conclude that the economic downturn did have an immediate effect on
audience attendances but that there has been a partial recovery.29
Taking a longer view, we took the attendance and production information
from the Review of Building- based Theatre Companies for the Scottish Arts
Council in 2001 and compared it with data from a similar sample today30. The
sample covers only five theatres (Citizens’, Lyceum, Traverse, Dundee Rep,
and Perth Rep). However, from the mapping and other evidence we can see
that these theatres play a pivotal role in theatre in Scotland and receive the
largest share of the funding.
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Figure 13 Productions, Performances and Box Office 1990s and 2000s

Average Average %
1990s 2000s Change
£
£
In house Productions created 160
83
52%
Total Performances
1647
1147
70%
Total attendances
410827 279425 68%
Box Office Income (gross)
2248207 2663451 118%
We can see a dramatic drop in attendances (68%) but this is matched almost
exactly by a drop in the number of performances in these sample theatres
(70%). From this we might conclude that, reflecting the quotation at the start
of this section, good quality product is the most important part of marketing.
You can’t market something which does not exist. While this might be a
statement of the blindingly obvious, this does imply that there is no such thing
as ‘too much [good] theatre’- or at least we have not reached that yet.
However ‘build it and they will come’ is not the only part of building an
audience.
In 2008, 2 million people in Scotland claimed to attend theatre every year (the
second most popular art form after music). This represents 40% of the
population of Scotland and compares with only 32% in Wales but 48.8% in
England, nearly nine percent more. It is generally agreed across the theatre
community that there is room for growth31.
The social breakdown of audiences using the MOSAIC software shows the that
between 2006/7 and 2010/11 the disparity in attendance across social groups
became smaller with attendances from the most vulnerable members of
society (shades of grey, state beneficiaries and low income families)
remaining flattish and the wealthier social groups suffering a greater decline
in audience share. However it is still the case that theatre going is an activity
in the main of the more wealthy groups. (see Figure 11 below)
From this we might deduce that, as we said above, audiences did dip for
economic reasons. Those in employment and with a good disposable income
experienced a drop in earnings or, as likely- feared a drop in household
income or redundancy. Those on pensions, benefits or low incomes also
suffer badly (or worse) in an economic downturn. It could be deduced from
attendance profile that these latter groups were able to continue to engage in
theatre- going, thanks to ticket concessions and special offers.
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Figure 14 Mosaic groups for households attending plays/drama
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However price sensitivity is just one of many other issues which affect theatre
going. The next section deals with touring and distribution and marketing
was a key issue raised with us.
Again the obvious: the venues cannot build an audience for theatre if there is
no theatre on offer. Promoters believe that a good strong theatre programme
is at the heart of a (performing) arts programme. However the ‘feast and
famine’ nature of the availability of good quality drama makes it very difficult
to build and sustain an audience. They also raised the issue of
information/material well enough in advance and the inadequacy of material
for touring (sometimes rural) venues that had been produced with urban
centres in mind.
On the other hand, touring companies—some of whom are very small – were
of the view that venues, especially mid-scale, and theatre venues, did not
understand the work, did not do enough to promote it and were
unable/unwilling to share ‘market intelligence’. There are the tales of turning
up and there being no posters up and we heard variations on this theme. One
director told of a case where his company’s show that was very much targeted
at an adult audience, was marketed as a ‘two for one’ with a children’s show.
Another spoke about an established theatre venue with its own marketing
staff, being unable/unwilling to promote a co-production with his company
and additional freelance marketing staff being brought in by the visiting
company.
We also discovered that many venues – including some major Creative
Scotland funded venues --would not share box office intelligence with visiting
companies. In one case the ‘data protection’ argument was used, although the
touring company was not looking for names and addresses just an analysis of
the audience profile. In another case it was put to us that the venue did not
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know how to use its box office system beyond selling tickets and no market
intelligence was ever extracted. On the other hand, venues also told us that
they were rarely asked for the data.
The perception is that throughout theatre—not just in touring-- there is a need
to re-examine the role of marketing and its effectiveness. It is with some care
we say this—it is easy to blame the marketing if it all goes wrong, but never
acknowledge it if there is a big success. Nevertheless there appears to be a
skills issue—as the example of the box office system above indicates. There is
good evidence that marketing departments have embraced the arrival of the
new digital age and the use of social media, where that is appropriate. We also
received feedback that digital media was not the right tool with some older
audiences and in areas where access to broadband is limited and mobile
phone signals is patchy.
Digital media offers a new a direct relationship between the audience and the
show in a way that was not possible before. However it is not yet clear
whether or not theatres have reviewed their marketing needs and restructured
to meet this, or whether they have simply added a new job of ‘digital
marketing’.
The efforts of the audience development agencies and a resource like The
Source Project, means that there is good quality market intelligence available
and this needs to be matched by an ability to use this. Marketing and audience
development is not just the role of the marketing department. It is led from
the centre of the organisation. Most of the non building-based companies -Flexible funded or project funded—do not have full time staff on marketing.
Speaking to one of these companies they indicated that they saw the role of
the director and general manger/producer to market the show working with
venues, especially box office staff who are the front line sales team. For PR
they used a freelance person on a project-by-project basis. This approach is
regarded as the norm in these companies.
Case Study: The Source
The Source is the biggest ever benchmarking and ongoing measure of
audience behaviours and demographics across Scotland. It brings together
over 40 arts organisations, including major venues and the national touring
companies, to share data, provide training and guidance and use collated
information strategically to inform programming, marketing and
operational planning. (Culture Sparks website)
The Source is a two-year project run by a partnership involving Federation of
Scottish Theatre, Culture Sparks and The Audience Business. Its aim was to
improve the understanding of audiences for the arts in Scotland and provide
intelligence that organisations can use to help with their planning. The project
also aimed to ‘promote best practice around collection, analysis, usage and
sharing of data through partnership working and training’.
Data were extracted and manipulated from the box offices across Scotland,
and in return participating organisations were provided with quarterly
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audience reports against a benchmark. The project also included: sector wide
training needs analysis; systems health check with participation venues;
a series of forums across the country to share project updates and review most
up to date benchmarks and intelligence; and data workshops – three practical
training sessions under the headings Data Control, Data Police and Data
Detective.
As well as providing invaluable material for arts organisations, the Source also
provided audience intelligence and analysis for this (and other) sector
reviews. It also identified gaps in training and expertise as well as software
across venues. The project is all but completed and discussions are taking
place in any future developments.
While regarded as a project that is about audiences and marketing, the focus
on data management has wider implications. All theatre companies are
required to provide reports to funders but at the moment data generated from
these reports are not readily accessible nor are they being analysed for the
good of the sector in terms of benchmarking, planning or advocacy. The
Source project is a case study in how data can be collected, managed, shared
and translated into real action.
32
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4 Touring and Distribution
Touring is the number one issue for theatre community and Creative Scotland.
It is about creating greater access and ensuring a longer life for a project, but
touring is also an artistic choice and is part of the ‘DNA’ of Scottish theatre.
During the consultation, the playwrights reflected on the impact of touring on
artistic development. They argued that one of Scottish theatre’s strengths is
the closeness of the relationship between the artist and the audience. There is
nothing more beneficial to a playwright than the opportunity to see their work
being performed in front of different audiences across Scotland.
Yet there is a view that touring has declined with the loss of companies whose
key aim was to take work out on the road. While the National Theatre of
Scotland (NTS), the theatre without walls, does by definition tour work
throughout Scotland, this is never going to be enough to satisfy both the
artistic and audience demand. It is also a question of value for money. Given
the investment made in creating work – and the demand from promoters and
audiences to see work—it makes sense for work to be seen more widely.
Not all theatre projects developed today lend themselves to extensive touring,
but equally there are artists who want to create work to travel across Scotland
and beyond: directors and writers for whom touring is the raison d’être.
Getting the balance right will go a long way to addressing a range of other key
issues, including talent development and audience development.
Since the inception of Lottery funding through Scottish Arts Council £55m has
been invested in large-scale (defined as more than £500k) theatre performing
spaces and projects. £5.3m has been invested in smaller grants (less than
£500k). Lottery funding has been used to improve theatre provision in 26
local authorities out of a total of 36.
In a discussion with non-producing theatre venues across Scotland, big and
small, it became clear that audiences are not getting access to good quality
theatre because it just was not available for booking.
Federation of Scottish Theatre (FST) research shows that theatre takes places
in all of Scotland’s 32 local authority areas, based on their sample of 48
theatres.33 Of these theatre companies, 45% visited Glasgow at least once in
2010/11, 42% Edinburgh, 28% Highlands, 23% Fife, 19% Aberdeenshire and 19%
Stirling. Taken from their submission, the table below shows how the volume

of companies visiting at least once during the year correlates with population
size, to indicate ‘under-served’ and ‘well-served’ areas. Perhaps unsurprisingly
the Northern and Western Isles are least well served by the sample. The local
authority areas nearest large, well-served centres of population –
Dunbartonshire, Inverclyde, Mid and West Lothian and parts of Ayrshire – are
also areas where there are gaps in visits.
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Figure 15 Local Authority Area Ranking by Population Size (2010) and Number of Visiting Theatres
from FST:

Local Authority
Area

Estimated
population:
30 June
2010 34

Ranking
by
Population
Size

Number
of
Theatres
Visiting

Glasgow City
Edinburgh, City of
Fife
North Lanarkshire
South Lanarkshire
Aberdeenshire
Highland
Aberdeen City
West Lothian
Renfrewshire
Falkirk
Dumfries
&
Galloway
Perth & Kinross
Dundee City
North Ayrshire
East Ayrshire
Scottish Borders
South Ayrshire
Angus
East
Dunbartonshire
East Lothian
West
Dunbartonshire
Stirling
East Renfrewshire
Argyll & Bute
Moray
Midlothian
Inverclyde
Clackmannanshire
Western Isles
Shetland Islands

592,820
486,120
365,020
326,360
311,880
245,780
221,630
217,120
172,080
170,250
153,280
148,190

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

21
20
11
7
5
9
13
7
8
5
4
6

% of 48
Theatres
visiting
at least
once in
2010/11
45%
42%
23%
15%
11%
19%
28%
15%
17%
11%
8.5%
13%

147,780
144,290
135,180
120,240
112,870
111,440
110,570
104,580

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

8
5
2
6
5
3
2
2

17%
11%
4%
13%
11%
6%
4%
4%

97,500
90,570

21
22

5
1

11%
2%

89,850
89,540
89,200
87,720
81,140
79,770
50,630
26,190
22,400

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

9
4
4
5
1
1
1
1
1

19%
8.5%
8.5%
11%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
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Local Authority
Area

Estimated
population:
30 June
2010 34

Ranking
by
Population
Size

Number
of
Theatres
Visiting

Orkney Islands

20,110

32

1

% of 48
Theatres
visiting
at least
once in
2010/11
2%

FST also uncovered demand from theatres/venues for work.
Of the 21 venues who commented on the FST survey, 8 said they aimed to
maintain current levels of Scottish programming and 13 said they would like to
programme more work by Scottish theatre companies:
•
•
•
•
•

1 desired an increase of 1-10%
3 desired an increase of 11-25%
5 desired an increase of 30-45%
3 desired an increase of 60-100%
1 desired an increase of 200%

Touring companies, playwrights, actors and producers, echoed this concern
about lack of touring theatre. Reasons suggested for this were:
The demise of the touring company: there are fewer companies funded
to tour. The ending of funding for companies like Suspect Culture,
Theatre Babel and Borderline—and before that 7:84 and Wildcat and
the fact they had not been replaced by a new generation of funded
touring companies was seen as the principal issue. Some suggested
that NTS was assumed to fill this gap but it is clear that their
considerable output at all levels cannot replace the work of several
companies dedicated to touring.
Struggle for investment: There are companies who tour—Mull Theatre
which has been core funded for many years and Fire Exit also tours on
Flexible funding. Companies like Random Accomplice and Dogstar
which tour mainly to small venues, are funded project to project and
find it impossible to sustain the company between shows. Most of
these companies are limited in the number of projects they can sustain
every year and building an audience for their brand is tricky to achieve
without real support from the venues, which is not always there. Many
small (unfunded and project-funded) companies struggle to put
together a coherent tour, meet the cost of producing a show and deal
with all the administration surrounding the running of a company.
There is some interest from smaller companies to use a central
producing/administration service to support this work. It does exist in
a limited form at the moment and a separate report on the role of the
producer is being prepared for Creative Scotland.
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On the other side, we see venues with low or no budgets. Some are
previously funded SAC/Creative Scotland theatres that are struggling
to establish a new role; some are local authority funded civic venues
and, in some cases there is no money at all.
Funding rules: There were deadlines and rules covering access to
Creative Scotland funds which were regarded as barriers but which
have now been changed (for April 2012 onwards). Similarly there is a
pan-UK rule about the amount of subsidy a company can spend on
touring other parts of the UK (the so-called 15% rule). Changes have
taken place with this too. In both cases the issue for Creative Scotland
is to get the message out that these barriers have now gone. 35
Risks: From NTS to the smallest company, everyone agreed that
guarantees for touring have all but disappeared. This means the risk
borne by the touring company has increased. And in turn this has led to
a ‘seizing up’ of the whole touring system. Producing and nonproducing theatres; those funded by Creative Scotland and those
supported only by local authority funds, it does not make a difference:
the box office split is the norm.
Cost of touring: Touring just is expensive. When you add to that the
risk, companies not obliged to tour (for example building-based
producing theatres) just won’t. If they are serving their local audience
and building a reputation, then what incentive is there to take huge
risks and tour? And how do you persuade your board to back that risk?
Programming and marketing: the previous section dealt with
marketing and marketing for touring companies. There is a view that
somehow venues outside the cities—especially those in the towns
around Scotland (as opposed to rural venues) are not interested in new
work or developing an audience for the kind of work the producing
theatres want to produce. This is contradicted by the experience of
NTS that tours a variety of work across Scotland, including new work
and by companies at the other end of the scale in terms of size, Dogstar
and Random Accomplice who generally enjoy good audiences for their
new work. The former consortium of Scottish venues were clear that
they were about making the challenging popular and the popular
challenging. Nevertheless as the money has decreased, the number of
theatre shows has dropped, the ability for some venues to build an
audience for new work has decreased.
There are, however, some very good and positive experiences on the
touring front. Touring to the Highlands and Islands has been a key
part of the theatre touring scene in Scotland since 1973 and 7:84
Scotland’s seminal tour of The Cheviot, The Stag and The Black Black
Oil. It is no accident that from this grew not only companies that tour
but also a network of venues across the Highlands and Islands that are
networked via PAN. A similar network exists in the North East
(NEAT). The mapping exercise shows in graphic detail the spread of
‘community theatres’ that include village halls.
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While they differ in the way they work, in both cases guarantees are
offered to companies who tour to their venues. Both networks are
examining how they work and what improvements can be made. The
biggest problem with PAN is that it does not offer any kind of central
booking support but it does communicate well across its networkrecommending different shows to other venues. The most notable
feature of both networks but PAN in particular is the level of knowledge
that the promoters have of both their audiences and the work they
bring to the rural areas. This was developed further in a programme of
support outlined in the case study below.
While there is a good spread of venues in both Dumfries and Galloway
and the Scottish Borders, there is no coordination mechanism for
promoters – whether professional or amateur. Wee Stories in their
work identified that these regions would benefit from a coordinated
rural touring network which could help with programming and in
identifying work and also provide funding for fees to the venues.
Discussions have taken place on the possibility of developing the same
kind of network for these two areas similar to the PAN/NEAT model
and building on existing expertise.
Understanding large scale and commercial work: the challenges of
touring and finding the right shows exist at all scales—small, mid and
large. At the large-scale, a network of theatres, Scottish Theatres
Consortium, has undertaken joint commissioning as well as
coordinating touring36. Each of member of the consortium programmes
an eclectic range of large scale work including opera, ballet, musicals,
and comedy. Large scale good quality drama is often sourced from
elsewhere in the UK—often from the West End and the owners of the
Glasgow Theatres, ATG can and does draw on the buying power of its
network of theatres across the UK to bring in drama. The role of the
consortium, therefore is to develop Scottish plays to add to the mix.
Aside from any artistic considerations, their concern is – 80% of £30
million invested jointly in programming theatre, leaves Scotland.
Recent consortium tours have included Sunset Song, Silver Darlings,
The Hard Man, Para Handy and currently The Cone Gatherers is
being developed. All played in the four cities but not all received
investment from each of the partners in the consortium. Public
funding was also made via Creative Scotland.
There is, however a distinction to be made between large-scale touring
and commercial theatre which will have a have a life well beyond its
initial production and return its original investment.37
The ‘transfer model’ where a show created in the subsidised sector is
then picked up by a commercial producer and toured, is one way in
which commercial opportunities can be developed with minimum risk
to the producing theatre. Another model is for theatres to engage with
commercial producers at the start of their project and gain investment
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in advance. For that, the original idea would have to interest a
commercial producer—the title or the perhaps the name being crucial.
As we have seen, much of the repertoire of Scottish theatre is new work.
This does not preclude a commercial transfer—Blackbird by David
Harrower transferring from the Edinburgh International Festival to
London’s West End, is an example. Commercial success can also grow
from very small productions of new work—Blood Brothers and Jerry
Springer the Opera to name but two. These are few and far between
and it is not clear if there is a real mechanism in Scotland for
identifying the next Jerry Springer. One view from the commercial
sector is for public investment to be the funding of last resort for
commercial work and for the commercial sector to take the risk. This
of course does not preclude Creative Scotland investing in shows to
tour to large-scale but this should not be regarded automatically as
commercial.
John Stalker, consultant with John Stalker Productions, was
commissioned by the Creative Scotland via its Creative Futures fund, to
investigate the scope for private investment in commercial productions
in Scotland and his report will inform Creative Scotland’s approach to
this issue. However already the process of consultation within the
sector by John, has raised awareness and debate around the issue and
the need for theatres that are interested to develop closer links with
commercial producers.
These are the problems, what then are the solutions? In almost every
interview and discussion group, this was a key point of debate and a growing
consensus has emerged, which is backed by experience. At the heart is the
belief that there needs to be real collaboration. It is perhaps not surprising
given Scotland’s theatre history and the geography, that the case study which
illuminates this principle is one drawn from rural touring (see below).
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Case Study: NxNE
(Northern Scottish Touring Fund )
For two years 2010-2012 up to 45K was offered to eight projects (including
at least two dance projects) to tour to at least ten venues in the Highlands
and Islands covering specifically very remote areas of population of less
than 3000. The fund was managed by a consortium that included:
•
•
•
•

HITN (Highlands and Islands Theatre Network, representing 23
professional theatre companies and venues in the Highlands and
Islands)
PAN (Promoters Arts Network, representing promoters in the
Highlands & Islands and Argyll & Bute)
NEAT (North East Arts Touring, representing promoters in Moray,
Aberdeenshire and Angus)
HI~Arts (the Arts development company based in Inverness)

A key condition of funding was that the work had to be created, in part at
least in the Highlands. This opened the way to Highland companies
bidding for the funds with a bit of an advantage – although others were not
excluded. The explicit criteria were:
• Performance projects must be high quality small-scale productions
employing between one and four actors/dancers and designed to
tour to 10 rural venues.
• Preference will be given to companies proposing to undertake some
or all of the creative making work/rehearsals within the Region.
• Proposals should include measures to enhance the audience's
experience by transforming the venue for the performance.
Examples of such measures could include ingenious set design,
innovative multimedia, unusual lighting and soundscapes.
• Preference will be given to innovative and exciting approaches to
making and touring small scale theatre
• Preference will be given to companies whose proposals include
interpretative work relating to performances. Examples of such work
include workshops in the communities beforehand and after-show
discussions.
The eight successful projects were:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mull Theatre & Wildbird – The Mysterious Death of Netta Fornario
Charioteer Theatre – I’m A Shakespearean Character! Get Me Out Of
Here!
Open Book – Macbeth by William Shakespeare
Reeling and Writhing : Formel
Bright Night International : Jamp
Dannsa: Connections – Cape Breton and Scotland
Cartoon Theatre : A Sporting Chance
The Puppet Lab / Vision Mechanics – Dark Matter
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The open application process attracted 32 Scottish companies. The
selection process included consultation with 70 rural promoters, who were
invited to choose the performances they would like to see tour to their
venues.
As said at the time, ‘The promoters working in the small venues, often as
volunteers, were directly involved in selecting the work. Their collaboration
in the selection process was an effective way of linking decision making
within the scheme, since the local promoters know their communities best.’
The aim of the fund was to encourage artistic collaborations between
promoters and producers—especially in commissioning indigenous work
and to support them in developing audiences and want to regularly
programme professional theatre and dance. The first round of tours have
now been completed and a comprehensive set of outputs have been
gathered including touring maps, attendances, income and expenditure and
feedback from both audiences and companies. A full evaluation will take
place at the end of the two years.
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In summary, there needs to be a change of approach that encourages:
Co-productions between Foundation funded theatres and touring
companies as well as co productions between Foundation organisations
themselves in order to encourage work produced in one theatre to be seen
more widely. It is particularly important that work produced in these theatres
has a life beyond three weeks.39
Support for touring companies to allow them to plan and build
audiences. There is a need to balance continuity at the same time support
emerging talent and changing artistic vision. At the moment the level of
investment available to project funded companies to tour is insufficient to
support: the creation of the work; the payment of decent wages and fees; the
cost of transport and accommodation; the development of education/outreach
often part of the project and asked for by the venue; the building of audiences.
This does not take account of the overheads to retain the company between
projects—for example accounts and returns to Companies House. A review of
the level of project funding with an allowance for overhead costs may be one
solution to this.
Support for new models of collaboration and information sharing.
There is no call for the creation of a touring agency to take over this work –
rather the view is it should be built in to the work of theatres and venues,
encouraged by existing agencies—as appropriate. As we see with the case
study, the process involved the coming together of the key players—theatre
producers and venue programmers—with some brokerage offered by umbrella
groups. For rural touring, the model offered by PAN, NEAT and the
involvement of Hi~Arts is a model which could be rolled out in other rural
areas in Scotland i.e. Dumfries and Galloway and the Borders.
For the rest of (mainly urban) Scotland, the themes which emerge are
concerned with understanding (from both producers and venues), skills in
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touring the promoting (ditto) and ‘trust’. Touring needs to be built on
supporting talent rather than ‘revenue funding’ or a ‘dub on the shoulder from
the National Theatre of Scotland ’.40
The work of NTS is in this regard, well respected but there is a view (shared by
NTS itself), that that the solution to touring in Scotland is not all down to
them. As with the rural example, an approach could be to provide funding
specifically for touring but devolve the decisions as to who gets the funding for
what, to the venues and producers themselves, with FST taking on the ‘honest
broker’ role.
The ambition is to create a well-coordinated touring ‘ecology in which critical
mass, currently missing, is reached, audiences are developed and sustained
and successful work will have an extended lifespan in Scotland. There is also
the added bonus of a greater efficiency in the use of public funding.
A new approach to developing audiences and addressing the issue of touring is
contained within the possibilities of digital broadcasting. (see case study
below). The National Theatre (NT) in London has enjoyed success in
broadcasting its shows to cinemas across the UK and the Metropolitan Opera
in New York has had similar success. This who have experienced this way of
engaging in theatre have talked of ‘a third way’ – not theatre and not movies
but another form of engagement as an audience members
NT and the Met work at a completely different scale from most theatres in
Scotland but the idea of using digital media, either broadcasting or providing
downloads via the internet, opens up the real possibility of greater access to
audiences in a country like Scotland especially bringing work from rural areas
to the centre and vice versa. Stellar Quines experiment with ANA and the
creation of a 3D film of the work also opens up new possibilities. This is not
exclusive to theatre but offers opportunities to the performing arts in general
and would also have an impact on cinema. It takes us into broader territory
than covered in this report but we believe is one which Creative Scotland is
well-placed to take forward as a strategic development.
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Case Study: NT Live, the Mareel and Stellar Quines
Launched in 2009, NT Live is the Royal National Theatre’s programme of
digital cinema broadcasts – first time this has been done on this scale in the
UK. A NESTA report examined the impact on the NT and on audiences and
provides an invaluable starting point for anyone thinking of developing this
kind of distribution of work. It explores the technical, rights and
marketing issues—as well as the impact on the idea of ‘liveness’ and the
artistic vision of the theatre.
Crucially, the NT built a new audience while retaining their existing one.
NT Live has generated larger audiences for individual performances, and
reached new audiences for the National Theatre’s work. Findings are:
1. The quality of NT Live is considered high, and some aspects of the
screened performance are more emotionally engaging than the stage
performance.
2. There may be limits to the ‘anytime, anywhere’ attitude to the
consumption of content.
3. The response to the live aspect of NT Live would suggest that there is a
right time and a right place for some cultural experiences.
Meanwhile in Shetland the new Mareel Centre plans to use digital media to
bring the world to Shetland and Shetland to the world. Their intention is to
record and broadcast as much as they can – principally, although not
exclusively, music. For rural areas this is potentially a two-way street with
work generated locally and distributed globally as well as accessing work
from major theatres and urban centres. Stellar Quines is already pioneering
the next stage in this work, exploring the question, ‘Is there a screen based
audience for non live mid scale theatre?’ and ‘Does 3D enhance the
experience?’
Inspired by NT live they want to find out if there a demand for a wider
spectrum of theatre shows on screen. They recorded ANA at the Traverse
Theatre during two shows, using three 3D cameras positioned in the middle
of the auditorium, sound person on the front row in the middle – and two
mics one either side of the stage. From this have created a 3D film which
they have shown at the Dundee Contemporary Arts.
Stellar Quines reasons for taking this on are illuminating and relate back to
the issues raised elsewhere. The cost of touring has risen while the box
office has not kept pace and there are few guarantees any longer. For a
technically complicated, large show like ANA there are only a limited
number of places it can be toured to. They wanted to engage more and new
audiences and they wanted to push artistic boundaries. This is an
experiment and it involved a technical partner experienced in 3D, sound
experts and research/academic support from Napier University and the
Digital Design Studio at Glasgow School of Art. The involvement of Equity
was crucial to ensuring the actors were on board and their rights protected.
Digital broadcasting (or narrow casting), is not regarded as a replacement
for touring or the live event but it is a way of extending the reach of the
work and building a new audience.
141
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5 Children’s Theatre, Education, Youth and Amateur work
Children’s Theatre: ‘Icing without the cake’
This section on Children’s theatre touches on all the major themes and could
fit with any of them: talent development, quality, touring, international and
equalities.
Talk to anyone connected with the sector about high profile success in Scottish
theatre, and they will mention work for children. The work is perceived as
being of high quality, beautifully realised—a strand of theatre which has not
only developed its own talented artists, but also attracts artists who work in
other parts of theatre- for example the playwright David Grieg. Covering a
wide range of ages from under fives to teenagers, children’s work in Scotland
has explored the boundaries of theatre and experimented with form and
content. And if that is not enough, it has an enviable international reputation
from Sydney to New York.
Work for children in Scotland is not new: TAG and other companies took
shows into schools for decades and there is hardly an adult in Scotland who
was not taken to the pantomime at Christmas as a child. In the last ten years
however this approach has been developed to offer a wider range of
experiences for children which aims to ‘inspire, challenge and encourage
Scotland’s children and young people’. 42
The role of Imaginate has been crucial in this. Imaginate began as a festival
for children and young people and it continues to programme theatre for
children from all over the world at its eight-day festival in Edinburgh in May.
Imaginate has also been supported to become a development agency for the
work of children and young people. Currently its priorities are:
•
•
•

and
•

Family Friendly Initiative - supporting children and families'
participation in and enjoyment of the performing arts.
Researching the benefits of the performing arts in the development of
children and young people.
Audience Development – co-ordinating and taking part in activities
that help raise the profile and develop audiences for the performing
arts for children.
Lobbying for a performing arts strategy in order to increase the
resources to have greater access and participation and enhance the
experience for children and young people.

On that last point, Imaginate and others working in children’s theatre argue
that the reputation does not reflect the reality; that in fact what exists in
Scotland is an ‘export industry’. The view from the sector is that you are more
likely to see a children’s show from a Scottish company in Sydney Opera
House than you are in a school in Inverness.
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The reasons for this are not hard to determine. First, there is a resource issue.
There are only a handful of companies working in children’s theatre—and it
relies on the skills and experience of very few people to support it. One way of
sustaining a living is to respond to invitations from aboard—especially the
high profile invitations which Scottish companies are attracting.
Imaginate has researched investment comparing the situation in Scotland
other European countries and Wales. It shows that Scotland with a
population of 5.2 million supports three companies on a full time basis to
produce work for children investing annum £743,000 Wales, with a
population of 3.1 million supports five companies to the tune of £1,364,250.
Denmark which has a similar population to Scotland (5.1 million) invests
110million dkk (£12.6 million) in work for young audiences the bulk of which
goes to 130 companies dedicated to work for children but some also goes to
regional theatres to produce work specifically for children. It is often tricky to
make international comparisons as contexts can vary, but whatever way you
look at it, there is comparatively little work being supported in Scotland. 43
Second there are structural issues within children’s theatre. Often they are
geared for small audiences – especially work for under-fives. For public
performances this means little return at the box office. The cost of attending a
public show in a theatre, arts centre or village hall can be prohibitive for lowincome families with more than one child. By comparing the 2006/7
breakdown for audiences for children’s theatre with the breakdown for all
theatre in 2006/7 it is evident that upper echelons represents 12 % of all
theatre audiences but 25% of audiences for children’s theatre.
More work happening in schools or for schools could broaden the
demographic make up of the audience at a stroke. The conditions exist in
Scotland at a strategic level with the Curriculum for Excellence. The barriers
identified by the sector are coordination and cost. Since the demise of the
cultural coordinator programme nothing has taken its place to form the bridge
between the company and the school. A squeeze on school budgets has also
made it difficult for fees to be met, and impossible in many cases for children
to be taken from the school to the theatre. And there is an alternative for
schools. The commercial sector has entered fiercely into this area. M&M
Productions, a UK company, offers ‘whole school’ shows in popular titles such
as Cinderella, Pinocchio and Alice in Wonderland. The children’s sector in
Scotland is extremely critical of the quality of this work and its lack of
educational content and its pressurized sales technique of not leaving the
school until another booking has been secured. The business model and the
large number of shows performed weekly means that it can keep costs per
school down. Hard pressed head teachers with tight budgets are
understandably attracted to shows that entertain the whole school for a
morning, don’t cost too much, and cover the creative part of the Curriculum
for Excellence.
The children’s sector has prepared a proposal to substantially increase
investment in this area of work and to assist schools especially with travel.
Their ambition is that every child in Scotland should see high quality work in
from the classroom to the large scale theatre. To achieve this they argue that
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there should be around 40 productions per annum. Because work tends to
enter the repertoire and is regularly revived, there is a possibility that some
shows can become self-sustaining – especially with the added possibility of
international touring.

Education
The contribution from theatres receiving regular support and the National
Theatre of Scotland (NTS) to education and outreach work (there are no
separate figures just for schools) illustrates:
•

Significantly more education and outreach events were held by
foundation and flexibly funded organisations in 2009/10 than in the
previous year, and total attendance increased slightly over the same
period.

•

The number of NTS education and outreach events increased
substantially from 2008/09 to 2010/11, but total attendances at such
events fell.

Figure 16 Total number theatre education and outreach events and attendances,
2008/2009 and 2009/2010
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Figure 17 Total number of theatre in education and outreach events and attendances,
National Theatre of Scotland 2008/2009 to 2010/2011
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Attendances will vary depending on the type and capacity of the event and we
will add the caveat that, unlike box office figures these often are unauditied.
At face value it indicates is that over 200,000 people in Scotland have been
involved in education or outreach programmes from Scottish theatre
companies.
The Curriculum for Excellence – and the work done by SAC/Creative Scotland
in contributing to the commitment to creativity—means that the strategic
framework exists for theatre, and other artforms to deliver. It is, as one put it,
a ‘fantastic opportunity’. Alongside the work of the children’s companies, we
also looked at the contribution of other theatres to work in schools. Major
Foundation funded companies—for example the Lyceum Theatre,
Citizens/TAG, Dundee Rep, Eden Court – and NTS run significant education
and outreach programmes, many of them working in schools. However, these
interventions, of undoubted high quality, should not be confused with giving
children and young people access to high quality performance. Both have a
role and should not be confused.

Youth Theatre
We also looked at other areas of participation—youth theatre and amateur
theatre.
In 2010, 35 youth theatres completed a survey for their membership
organization, Promote YT. 44 Key findings are:
•

Youth theatre groups are to be found all over Scotland in almost every
local authority area. (This is also identified in our mapping).
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•
•
•
•
•

•

The majority has been established for more than one year and is
independent.
44% of them has between 100 and 250 members and 60% has a waiting
list of more than 3 months—half of them as much as a year and just
under 50% of respondents had a waiting list.
Most groups consult with young people on Performances/Projects; a
few also consult on Membership and Policy/Procedure
Skills delivered include Script Work, Devising, Improvisation, Writing,
Physical Theatre/Movement, Dance, Musical Theatre, Video/Multi
Media, Technical Practice & Participation, Theatre Design
There has been an increase in activity over the past year for the
majority and this was seen as resulting from an increase in
membership.
Audiences for the work are a mixture of friends and family and in every
case the size of that audience had either increased or remained the
same since the previous year.

The principal stream of funding for this sector is local authority funding
which, given the current financial situation is unsettling for the groups. Many,
however generate funding and trusts and foundations are also important.
There is a concern that one of the barriers to attracting young people is the
cost of membership- although many offer concessions or free access. Funding
is used to engage professional staff and also to support freelancers who
provide artistic input.
At the Promote YT conference in 2012, several spoke of the importance of
young people seeing good quality professional work to inform their own
practice. At the time of the conference, NTS was touring Men Should Weep
and their visit to Horsecross was used as an opportunity for the youth theatre
there to explore the play and then attend the NTS performance. A similar and
more extensive programme of encouraging youth theatre members to go to
enjoy arts events is delivered under ‘ The Big Night Out’ banner led by the
Lyceum Theatre in Edinburgh. Originally conceived in 2006 as a Lyceum
Theatre event for its youth theatre this has now extended to a wider group of
young people and works across all theatres in Edinburgh and including
museum visits.
A characteristic of the sector is that it is led professionally by confident and in
many cases, young people who are themselves performers/writers/artists.
This hints at a generation of potential artistic leaders coming through the
theatre world.

Amateur Theatre
An area of theatre rarely referred to and often unfairly mocked, the amateur
theatre sector in Scotland has a proud history of support the development of
theatre in the 20th century from the plays of Joe Corrie and the Bowhill
players through to the amateur and semi professional companies like the
Jewish players in Glasgow which led eventually to the establishment of the
Citizens’ Theatre in the city. Unlike music where the blending of amateur and
professional is a key part of the artistic development, there is a gulf between
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the work of amateur theatres in professional. Yet they are very important to
the ecology of theatre in Scotland.
The Scottish Community Drama Association has 125 member groups which in
2009/10 produced 2,530 events attended by 379,000 participants. These
groups are to be found across Scotland as we see from out Asset Map. For
many audiences, amateur drama provides them with regular access to theatre.
The analysis of repertoire indicates that in all three cities and regions –
Edinburgh, Glasgow and The Rest of Scotland – the statistics demonstrate
that amateur work contributes significantly to theatre output in Scotland. In
Edinburgh out of 195 recorded shows (over the years and months selected), 65
of these were amateur. In Glasgow out of the 343 shows recorded 58 were
amateur and in The Rest of Scotland out of 203 shows recorded, 31 were
amateur.
As the data demonstrate, there has been a strong amateur and student theatre
scene in Scotland over the years chosen for study and it is especially prolific in
Edinburgh (see below). This can perhaps be explained by the existence of
venues in Edinburgh that specifically cater for this work including The
Churchill Theatre and Bedlam Theatre.
Figure 18 Amateur Productions in Edinburgh 1991-2011
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Participating in amateur drama is for the majority an end in itself and in many
cases a place to make friends and build community ties. However, as we have
seen earlier in this report it can be a route into professional practice. It should
not be forgotten that Dame Judi Dench started in amateur theatre. Many
amateur student groups are also sources of talent development or turn into
professional companies. Amateur productions are also a steady source of
income for some playwrights. However at their heart they are about taking
part.
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Case Study: Celebration and Collaboration
The Royal Shakespeare Company (RSC) through its Open Stage initiative is
running a national programme of skills sharing events and showcases, with
amateur societies from across the UK invited to produce their own RSC
branded Shakespeare themed production. NTS is a partner in the skills
workshops. There are 21 amateur groups from all over Scotland involved.
Their work is being staged this summer in castles, village halls, colleges and
universities, the festival fringe and one at the Citizens’ Theatre. One
production from each region/nation will be invited to perform as part of
the World Shakespeare Festival, in Stratford in July 2012.
Meanwhile, Sky Arts has been running a competition to find the Nations’
(sic) Best Am Dram. The competition has taken place over nine months
and eight finalists participated in the later stages—one of which was
Crossmichael Drama Club from Ayrshire. The winner will perform an
English translation of Molière’s The Hypochondriac in the West End on 21
May and the whole process will be broadcast on Sky Arts in the autumn.
The Scottish Community Drama Association is currently engaged in
development of its work and that of its members. Areas under consideration
are:
• the development of skills of amateur groups;
• the broadening of repertoire- encouraging companies to look at a wider
range of contemporary plays;
• building links with professional companies to help to develop
audiences for professional work.
SCDA has one part time member of staff to lead this and for it to be successful,
the professional companies need to be willing and enthusiastic partners to
deliver advantages for all.
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6 International
This section looks at level of international work- going out and coming in

Going Out
The relational mapping of Scottish theatre found evidence of a strong national
focus to the sector with comparatively fewer incoming and external links to
the rest of the UK and overseas. Put another way, just 1 in 17 relationships
among survey participants were English (Scotland to England) whilst 1 in 58
were international (UK to World- see figure 19 below). This appears to be
broadly consistent across age groups, gender and occupations, although it is
noted that actor and director sub-sectors enjoy a slightly stronger
international profile. As several strategic organisations and associations are
based in London, this is also read as a more internationalised sub-sector.
Overall, the predominantly national set of relationships could be viewed as
further evidence of a nationally specialised sector or conversely, as a
potentially locked-in sector with modest exposure to external ideas and skills.
Figure 19 Geography of External Links

Looking at the rest of the data, is it the case that Scottish theatre has limited
exposure internationally?
A survey undertaken by Scottish Society of Playwrights published in 2011,
attracted 35 responses representing the majority of members. 43% of
respondents had international translations or overseas productions including:
• 41 international productions
• 21 foreign countries
• 32 translations
• 14 languages
• 20% had translations abroad
• 20% were published abroad or in translation.
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In a 2010 report for Creative Scotland on international work by arts
organisations in Scotland, Geoffrey Brown identifies a large amount of work
happening across artforms, particularly with smaller organisations and
individual artists and Scottish cultural organisations are well-connected
internationally. He also identified that this work was very wide spread
geographically across the globe. Between April 2008 and October 2010, 18
Scottish theatre companies were supported by Creative Scotland to tour work
abroad. This does not include several grants for research and development or
attending network events. Nor does this include the work of the National
Theatre of Scotland (NTS) and its extensive international touring.45
A more recent survey undertaken by The Federation of Scottish Theatre (FST)
indicates that over a third of their sample of 48 theatres performed outwith
Scotland both elsewhere in the UK and internationally. 42% preformed
elsewhere in the UK, 29% in other parts of Europe and 17% in North
America.46
There is no benchmark for this work and one of the recommendations of
Brown’s report is that the data gathering needs to be more consistent to
ensure the work of Scotland’s artists and cultural organisations overseas can
be properly tracked. He also recommends that the mechanisms for
information sign posting and partner searching could be improved. This
emerged again in the consultation for this report. ‘Brokerage’ was the term
which was used to describe what Scottish companies required – although this
in some cases comes down simply to advice on how to handle visas or which
international invitations were useful/interesting and which should be politely
declined. There is also the lack of information about which company is
touring/has toured where. Such information could underpin information
sharing across the sector and provide the Scottish Government with
intelligence on international links. Creative Scotland has begun to collect this
data by requesting information for its funded organisations.
We also identified weakness that Brown also referred to, in the response of
Scottish cultural organisations to accessing EU Culture Programme funding
for co-productions. The general view from the sector was that international
projects grew organically and relied on personal contact. The Cultural
Programme is perceived to be too proscriptive in how the project will be
managed and worked. Another reason for not applying for this funding is that
the payments process is perceived to be slow and there is a fear of cash flow
problems further down the line.
What is true about the touring of Scottish work is that it is all new work restaged for the tour. As identified elsewhere, new work, especially new writing,
is the lifeblood of Scottish theatre and it is only right that this is what is
reflected across the world. A large amount of this is work for children which
again chimes with what was said in the previous section.
The Edinburgh Festivals play a hugely important role in showcasing Scottish
work. The Made in Scotland annual showcase and the British Council
biennale event have a role to play in bringing festival promoters and
companies together. Here is one example of how it works: Wee Andy and
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Fleeto written and directed by Paddy Cunneen were premiered at A Play A Pie
and A Pint. Both featured in the Made in Scotland showcase in 2011. Both
went to Adelaide festival in 2012 where they won awards including the best
performer at the festival for Pauline Knowles.
Case Study: As ithers see us
During the last week in January 2012, we put out a call on Twitter for
confirmation of where Scottish theatre could be found across the globe the
same week as the world celebrates Robert Burns. We did not find any
Burns-inspired work, but we did discover a quite impressive range of
Scottish work abroad. The National Theatre of Scotland was in the US
with Long Gone Lonesome and Matthew Zajak, also headed stateside with
The Tailor of Inverness. The Traverse headed off to Australia to undertake
a tour of David Greig’s Midsummer which kicked off on Burns night in
Sydney and then visited Canberra and Wollangong and Brisbane. The
Traverse joined Bruce Strachan from Nonsense Room with Hairy McLary
and Friends at Sydney Opera House and followed by the ward winning
White from Catherine Wheels which started its tour in Adelaide and then
visited Melbourne as well as Sydney before heading to New Zealand. More
children’s work from Scotland, Potato Needs a Bath from Shona Reppe
Puppets was to be found in Belgium at the Kopergietery. Also on 25
January Linda Maclean was at New Text New Theatre in Istanbul for a
reading of her play stranger, babies, which began as a Traverse
commission. Rona Munro’s play Iron (another Traverse commission) was
playing in Hong Kong in Cantonese. In the past six months it has been
produced in Canada, Israel and Ireland. Gagarin Way by Gregory Burke
(another Traverse commission) had two productions on at that time in
Europe, Similarly, Douglas Maxwell and D.C. Jackson had work in
translation being given European productions just now. Midsummer was
not only in Australia but being produced in Vienna and Rome while Greig’s
Monster in the Hall, originally a TAG production, was in rehearsal in
Japan.
Not comprehensive, not terribly scientific but impressive nevertheless for
one week in January.
International links are not, however, all about Scottish work going out.
Vanishing Point is an example of a company that focuses on developing coproductions with partnerships with international artists and producers being
there from the start. In 2012 one of these partnerships comes to fruition at
the Edinburgh International Festival. Scottish audiences will be able to see
the work, Wonderland, before it goes to Naples. Meanwhile another
international co-production, Interiors originally produced as a Vanishing
Point/Traverse Theatre/ Napoli Teatro Festival Italia in 2009, was revived in
April/May for performances in Brussels and the Brighton Festival.
While strictly speaking touring to England is not international touring in all
practical senses it is seen as such. Cross-border touring is referred to in an
earlier section, but in terms of international profile, touring to London,
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especially the Barbican or LIFT can be seen as international as they offer a
platform which is international in ambition. However, despite what should be
logistically much more straightforward, touring to London (at one time the
ambition of many theatre makers) is no longer a particular focus. This could
be budgets and some perceived barriers in terms of using Creative Scotland
funding (see section on Touring). It may also be less attractive than Sydney in
January. Whatever the reason Scottish work is not significantly represented
on the major stages in London in particular.
There are no priorities given to particular countries or regions of the world
over another others. It is no surprise that focus is on English-speaking
countries – USA or Australia.
There are several reasons put forward for touring. To some extent it offers
sustainability: there is no money to be made from touring but it does prolong
the life of a project. It also gives artists the chance to see work and make
contacts for future projects. However the main benefit is the confidence
which comes from the prestige an international invitation can bring. There is
an under current of concern in Scottish theatre that the work they do is not
valued. International touring helps to tackle that.

Coming In
In terms of international work being seen in Scotland, the Edinburgh Festival
and Fringe offer huge opportunities as does Imaginate in May and the work of
The Arches through its Behaviour festival. The SSP report shows that 20% of
playwrights survey translated other international plays into English/Scots,
bringing new artistic influences into the country.
Before, during and after its tenure as City of Culture 1990, Glasgow, and in
particular, Tramway, acted as a gateway for large and ambitious international
work in theatre and dance to enter Scotland and the UK throughout the year.
For a variety of reasons this has not been the case for some time, and there
has been a dropping off in international programming in the performing arts although a new appointment at Tramway may change this. Alongside the
importance for Scottish audiences, such work also has a role in exposing
Scottish artist to the best international work. Peter Brook, The Wooster
Group, Robert Lepage and the Maly Theatre of Leningrad influenced a
generation of leading theatre artists who had the opportunity to see them in
Glasgow 20 to 25 years ago. The drop in international programming is due in
part to financial constraints and changing priorities. It is perhaps time to revisit this aspect of theatre for Scottish audiences.
There is evidence of good levels of theatre work generated in Scotland being
seen in the rest of the world with support available for a range of activities.
However, there is a gap in work going to London. There is also some demand
for greater support in terms of brokerage/advice and intelligence. Nearer
home, audiences and theatre makers lack the opportunity to see international
work in Scotland outside the festivals.
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7 Equalities
This section looks at the issue of equalities on two fronts: first in terms of
employment; and second from the perspective of programming or producing
work.
The mapping gives a profile of those working in theatre on Scotland. Over
half is female and 4% of those surveyed indicated they had a disability.
Figure 20 Theatre Sector by Gender (2012)
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Figure 21 Theatre Sector by Disability (2012)
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The responses did not include anyone who indicated that they were nonwhite.
The first step in encouraging greater equality in any area is to monitor what
happens. Unfortunately, as we discovered by analysing the annual returns,
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only half of organisations in receipt of Foundation and Flexible funding
actively monitor equal opportunities within their organisations.
The available data suggest females are more represented in all broad
categories of theatre work than males, although this is far more pronounced in
terms of artistic roles than management, board and other roles. Small sample
sizes mean it is difficult to draw definitive conclusions about representation of
individuals from ethnic minority backgrounds and people with disabilities.
We can only conclude that the lack of monitoring indicates a lack of
commitment to equal opportunities within the funded theatre sector. It
displays a disregard for the obligations which go alongside public funding and
suggests also a poor awareness of HR and staff development. It is impossible
to draw firm conclusions about the equalities of opportunity for women and
minority groups within funded theatres due to incomplete data and this is a
matter which Creative Scotland needs to tackle with the organisations it
funds.
We were fortunate to get access to newly published research commissioned by
Stellar Quines. The first phase, in February 2010, was to review existing data
related to gender in the performing arts and also assess the output of a series
of Scottish building-based and touring companies in 1993 and 2009. The aim
was to explore to what extent women were represented as directors, writers,
actors, lighting, set and costume designers and composers/music directors.
This research provides a more detailed picture of the role of women in
Scottish theatre.
In summary the report found that by 2009 the gender balance in a typical
Scottish theatre season was more female than it was in 1993. However, it was
still the case that in no one category were women represented at a level of 50%
or more, and in all but one category (performers) women’s representation
remained at around, or below, a third (34%). 47
Programming
There are no data about the amount of work which is programmed or
produced by Foundation and Flexible funded companies which involves issues
of race or disability or which engage people from BME communities or those
with a disability and little evidence of mainstreaming work of this sort. The
Stellar Quines research gives an insight into women in creative roles. Women
directors, as a proportion of the whole of theatre, increased from 12% to 26%
over the period 1993 to 2009. Writers/adaptor /devisers enjoyed a more
dramatic rise from a miserly 2% to 26% in the same period.48

Theatre and Disability

There are three companies consistently working in this area: Lung Ha’s, Birds
of Paradise and Solar Bear. They work, respectively with people with special
learning needs, physical disability and deafness. Their focus is professional
practice for people with disabilities, and not, as exists elsewhere, participation
for people with disabilities.
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This is a well-established sector with roots going back several decades.
Interestingly they see themselves as having a role in encouraging and
educating the rest of the theatre sector in this area of equality.
They are a reflective community who debate internally whether their role is to
ensure mainstreaming of all activity or if the separate area in disability is the
best way of developing this work. Drawing parallels with sport, is their focus
on integration or on having their own Para/Special Olympics? This is also a
challenge when looking at training. Young people with physical needs are
often discouraged from doing drama at school because they cannot carry out
simple moves which are measured for exam purposes. This then means they
cannot move into HE or FE to pursue drama at degree level – a matter for
education and training bodies. Solar Bear has just launched a ten-week
training programme with the Royal Conservatoire of Scotland to develop deaf
young people who have an interest in pursuing a career in theatre.
All Flexible funded companies are wary of the future and what the changes
might bring. Arguably this uncertainty is more acute for those working with
vulnerable communities including people with disabilities where trust and
confidence building is a long term project.

Black and Minority Ethnic Theatre

Ankur is the only regularly funded company working in the area of BME
theatre. We also consulted with Wave Theatre (occasional funding) heard
from individual artists. At the heart of our discussion was the question who
and what is BME theatre for? Is it about reflecting the experience of BME
people in Scotland for a BME audience? Is the role of BME theatre to explore

A Scottish-based artist of African origin says she counts as ‘100% ethnic for
box ticking’. She is black and also her focus is on African work. However,
she will never attract an ‘African audience’ because there isn’t one. If she
told a Kenyan story that would attract Kenyan people but not an African
audience’ – any more than a Danish tale would attract a ‘European
audience’. Moreover she is only asked to schools in ‘Africa week’ or
‘diversity week’ when her stories are universal and should be enjoyed by the
widest audience.
the issues of being black and Scottish for the widest possible audience?
’.
What role do BME artists and companies play in influencing the programme—
and casting – of funded theatres?
As the example above shows, there are attitudinal barriers to bringing work
from BME performers to a wide audience which is what this performer is
seeking. However another participant said her long-term aim was ‘to be
represented by the people on stage and to take my own kids to see people like
them on stage.’ The view is that even the groundwork has not been done yet
and there exists a defensiveness with Creative Scotland and mainstream
theatre which is a barrier to taking this matter on. ‘They don’t want to seem as
though they’ve done the wrong thing, or that they don’t know enough’, said
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one of those interviewed. However, they argue, it is clear that there is not
appropriate training in equalities at a sufficiently senior position within
organisations.
Like those working in the disability field, BME artists are frustrated by the
reaction of mainstream theatres and festivals. Their experience is that they
only get in touch when they are trying to drum up an audience for a black
artists at the last minute It does, as one said, demonstrate a ‘lack of cultural
awareness’.
This is a very under-developed and barely resourced sector. As with other
areas with potential for development, Ankur has just launched Ankur Ha Ha,
a group of developing artists exploring new approaches to their work and
presenting this in a ‘scratch night’ at the Citizens’ Theatre.49.
Creative Scotland needs to consider the right mechanism, identify the artistic
direction, and see this as a long-term project – working with partner bodies,
to develop a sustainable BME theatre community in Scotland.
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Chapter 4 Conclusions and Looking Ahead
Throughout our consultation, theatre in Scotland was on the one hand
confident and ambitious, and on the other fearful of risk taking and
sometimes felt under valued. It was described as being supportive and well
networked but recognised failure to spread the good work enough around
Scotland. It nurtures a huge wealth of talent but some were weary of
struggling on low incomes and insufficient production budgets. In economic
terms it is highly developed and functions well, but there is something wrong
when there are great buildings but not the work to put in them.
Before looking ahead, we also considered what might have been. Scottish
theatre has its own distinctive voice and does not rely on work coming from
England or elsewhere (although some import from time to time would be
welcome). Similarly you don’t have to go south or anywhere else to train or to
get work—although it is always good to introduce some diversity. There is a
lot of work going on in our two largest cities, but remarkably also in the
Highlands and other (though not all) rural areas. Everyone agrees which
theatres require some refurbishment but not one person consulted suggested
that Scotland required more theatre venues. Scottish theatre does not rely on
the work of the past but is enthralled with the ‘now’. And when the cry goes
up, ‘we need to start with the schools’, Scotland can point to the Curriculum
for Excellence and the inclusion of creativity. All of these advances in
developing new work, supporting rural development, establishing training
and education, investing in infrastructure, producing generations of
playwrights and actors who speak with a Scottish voice, and integration in
education, came about through the vision of the artists/theatre makers and
translated into reality by the policy makers.
This is the opportunity for the Creative Scotland to work with the sector to
develop the next stage. There are good reasons why change has to happen.
On a basic level we know overall there will continue to be less money from the
public purse, while Lottery funds continue to grow at the end of the Olympics.
Creative Scotland has already made the decision to look at ways of investing
lottery money to help the sector to remain sustainable. There is less money
for people to spend on theatre tickets and more competition for that money.
Digital technologies continue to have an impact on how we communicate and
create. As we have shown there is a lot of good practice across theatre, but a
need to better integrate and share.
On the other hand there is no lack of things for theatre to talk about.
Whatever happens in the independence referendum, people in Scotland are
facing the biggest political and constitutional decision of their lives and
already we can see evidence of theatre makers working through the issues of
statehood and nation building beyond the simplicity of the ‘yes/no’
arguments. The artist, whether in theatre or another form, will have a really
important role to play in the months and years ahead.
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In summary, six great things about Scottish theatre:
•

New work is the lifeblood of Scottish theatre -- often, although not
always, this starts with the playwright.

•

Scottish theatre has an international reach -- again usually with new
work.

•

On average theatre workers have 17 years experience in the sector but
there is a significant number of younger talent coming through. It is a
flexible sector with people working in portfolio careers.

•

It is a well-networked and mutually supportive sector. In economic
terms, the sector is highly innovating and competitive, internationally
renowned, and nationally specialised.

•

After a recessionary dip audiences across Scotland are picking up
again.

•

There is a good geographic spread of venues, thanks in part to energetic
(voluntary) promoters in rural areas.

Six not-so-great things:
•

As a proportion of total spend, in Foundation theatres there is less
money spent on work on the stage now than ten years ago.

•

There is a dearth of touring shows for venues across Scotland which are
well-equipped and desperate for good quality theatre.

•

The mid-career theatre artist finds it hard to make a living in Scotland;
there is an acute skills gap in theatre technicians; and a lack of
succession planning at artistic director level.

•

The much-lauded children’s theatre sector relies on too few people and
companies -- ‘all icing and no cake’. Structural weaknesses also exist in
other theatre strands—Gaelic, BME, and Physical Performance
(circus/physical and street theatre).

•

Despite the good work of audience development agencies and
marketing staff, theatre still plays to a narrow demographic and needs
to extend and broaden it appeal. This is matched by weakness in
marketing – especially in sharing box office intelligence.

•

There is not enough debate about quality of work.
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Issue%

Creative%Scotland%
Objective/theme%

Findings%and%Conclusion% Suggestions%%
(page&numbers&in&
for$Creative$Scotland$unless$indicated$&%
brackets).%

Talent&Development&

To&invest&in&talent&

On&average&theatre&workers&
have&17&years&experience&in&
the&sector&but&there&is&a&
significant&number&of&younger&
talent&coming&through.&It&is&a&
flexible&sector&with&people&
working&in&portfolio&careers.&
(20C21,&41)&
&
It&is&a&well–networked&and&
mutually&supportive&sector.&&In&
economic&terms,&the&sector&is&
highly&innovating&and&
competitive,&internationally&
renowned,&and&nationally&
specialised.&&(21C25)&
&
The&midCcareer&theatre&artist&
finds&it&hard&to&make&a&living&in&
Scotland;&there&is&an&acute&
skills&gap&in&theatre&
technicians;&and&a&lack&of&
succession&planning&at&artistic&
director&level.&(40C43)&
&

Establish&the&role&of&Foundation&organisations&as&the&source&
of&training&and&talent&development&especially&in&directing&
design&and&technical.&&(40C43)&
&
Monitor&the&practices&of&funded&projects/theatres&in&
following&industry&agreements&particularly&with&regard&to&
commissioning.&(40)&
&
Fund&two&or&three&annual&bursaries&for&theatre&directors&
and&designers.&(40)&
&
Invest&in&technical&training,&in&partnership&with&other&
agencies&with&an&interest,&HE/FE,&Creative&and&Cultural&
Skills&and&the&sector&itself.&(42)&
&
Review&Continuous&Professional&Development&funds&and&
how&these&are&managed&with&a&view&to&having&a&‘lighter&
touch’&process&which&responds&to&need.&(41)&
&
Develop&leadership&talent&from&within&Scotland&as&well&as&
working&to&retain&talented&through&programme&for&both&
boards&and&senior&managers.&(42)&
&
&For&the&sector:&
&
Collectively,&theatre&companies&(including&Foundation,&
building&and&nonCbuilding&based)&take&the&lead&on&
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Quality&

To&invest&in&quality&
artistic&production&

developing&a&plan&for&the&training&and&development&of&
directors,&designers&and&technicians&reflecting&the&
resources&(in&terms&of&expertise,&space,&opportunities)&each&
can&invest.&&(40C43)&
&
The&Federation&of&Scottish&Theatre&(FST)&continue&to&play&a&
key&role&in&ensuring&the&training&developed&via&Creative&and&
Cultural&Skills,&the&FE&and&HE&sectors&are&relevant&to&the&
needs&of&the&industry.&&(41C42)&
&
New&work&is&the&lifeblood&of&
Invest&in&new&areas&where&there&is&a&clear&artistic&vision&
Scottish&theatre–&often,&
and&leadership.&&An&example&of&this&is&the&area&of&Physical&
although&not&always,&this&starts& Performance.&(48C49)&
with&the&playwright.&&(27,&33C
&
35)&
Support&the&development&of&Gaelic&theatre&by&working&with&
&
other&agencies&specifically&Bòrd&na&Gàidhlig,&Pròiseact&nan&
&
Ealan,&Sabhal&Mòr&Ostaig,&Royal&Conservatoire&of&Scotland&
&
and&the&National&Theatre&of&Scotland,&on&a&five&year&
&
development&plan.&Specifically&we&recommend&that&
&
Creative&Scotland’s&contribution&be&to&support&the&
&
development&of&Gaelic&artists&through&placements,&
&
mentoring&and&encouraging&links&with&existing&theatre&
&
companies&and,&as&above,&invest&in&a&clear&artistic&vision&
&
and&leadership.&(46C48)&
&
&
&
Develop&with&the&sector&(and&other&art&forms)&an&agreed&
There&is&not&enough&debate&
process&for&assessing&quality&which&embraces&artistic&vision&
about&quality&of&work.&(44)&
and&imagination,&quality&of&process&and&execution,&
&
relationship&with&the&audience,&project&management&and&
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Audiences&

&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
As&a&proportion&of&total&spend,&
in&Foundation&theatres&there&is&
less&money&spent&on&work&on&
the&stage&now&than&ten&years&
ago.&(29C32)&
&
To&invest&in&audiences,& After&a&recessionary&dip&
access&and&participation& audiences&across&Scotland&are&
picking&up&again.&(50)&
&
Despite&the&good&work&of&
audience&development&
agencies&and&marketing&staff,&
theatre&still&plays&to&a&narrow&
demographic&and&needs&to&
extend&and&broaden&it&appeal.&
This&is&matched&by&weakness&in&
marketing&–&especially&in&
sharing&box&office&intelligence.&
(52)&
&

strategic&context.&&(44)&
&
&
For&the&theatre&sector:&&
Take&responsibility&for&assessing&quality&through&selfC
assessment,&peer&review&and&audience&feedback.&&(44)&
&
&
Identify&the&sector’s&role&in&developing&new&areas&of&work&
through&collaboration,&mentoring,&and&coCproduction.&(34C
35)&
&
&
Continue&to&invest&in&audience&data&
management/intelligence&and&the&training&of&marketing&
staff&across&theatre&in&Scotland.&&(54)%
&
Establish&protocols&and&procedures&for&collecting&and&
sharing&data&across&theatre&in&Scotland&using&the&example&
of&the&Source&Project.&We&suggest&that&this&applies&not&just&
to&audience&data&but&also&to&data&captured&from&the&Annual&
Returns&submitted&by&funded&organisations.&&This&will&
provide&an&analysis&of&how&the&sector&is&performing&as&a&
whole&which&can&be&used&as&a&planning&tool&by&all&
companies.&&We&also&recommend&that&there&is&an&agreement&
with&local&authorities&about&capturing&data&on&the&impact&of&
their&spend&on&theatre&(and&the&arts&in&general).&(14,&53C54)%
&
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Touring&and&
distribution&

To&invest&in&places&and&
their&contribution&to&a&
creative&Scotland&

There&is&a&good&geographic&
spread&of&venues,&thanks&in&
part&to&energetic&(voluntary)&
promoters&in&rural&areas.&(18,&
20)&
&
There&is&a&dearth&of&touring&
shows&for&venues&across&
Scotland&which&are&wellC
equipped&and&desperate&for&
good&quality&theatre.&(58)&
&
&

Review&project&funding&for&touring&to&take&account&of&
overhead&costs&of&touring&companies.&(57,&62)&&
&
Encourage&the&development&of&rural&touring&networks&in&
the&south&of&Scotland&using&similar&models&to&the&Highlands&
and&North&East&while&continuing&to&support&the&
development&of&NEAT&and&PAN.&(19C20,&61C62)&
&
Launch&a&pilot&project&for&touring&at&midCscale&which&will&
bring&together&the&producers&and&promoters&to&develop&
work&to&tour.&(61C62)&
&
Ensure&all&bureaucratic&barriers&to&cross&border&touring&are&
removed&and&encourage&Scottish&companies&to&look&at&
sustaining&their&work&by&tours&to&England&and&beyond.&(57)&
&
Continue&support&for&largeCscale&works&to&tour&but&review&
this&in&light&of&commercial&opportunities&suggested&by&the&
John&Stalker&report.&(59)&
&
Explore&the&potential&for&digital&technology&for&creating&
greater&access&and&improve&distribution&of&work,&including&
digital&broadcasting.&&(63C64)&
&
For&the&sector:&
&
Foundation&funded&theatres&consider&their&role&in&touring,&
commercial&transfers&and&coCproduction&to&prolong&the&life&
of&their&productions,&build&new&audiences&and&sustain&their&
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Children’s&theatre&
and&education&

Education&and&a&
commitment&to&a&
generational&change&in&
cultural&opportunity&

International&

International&
partnership&to&reflect&
Scotland’s&global&
outlook&

work.&(59C60,&62)&
&
Producers&and&venues&review&their&skills&base&for&touring&in&
areas&such&as&programming&and&marketing.&&Action&might&
include&training&or&simply&going&to&see&work.&&(58,62)&
&
&
The&muchClauded&children’s&
Invest&in&more&work&in&the&children’s&sector.&&(65C67)&
theatre&sector&relies&on&too&few& &
people&and&companies&CC&‘all&
Work&with&the&Scottish&Government,&local&authorities,&and&
icing&and&no&cake’.&&Structural&
schools&to&develop&a&process&for&assessing&quality&of&work&
weaknesses&also&exist&in&other& for&children&in&schools.&(66)&
theatre&strands—Gaelic,&BME,& &
and&the&circus/street/physical& Develop&with&the&Scottish&and&local&government&a&plan&to&
theatre&area.&(48C49,&65C67,&78C address&the&cost&of&travel&to&theatres&(and&other&arts&
79)&
events).&&(64C&67)&
&
&
Scottish&theatre&has&an&
Outgoing&work:&&
international&reach—again&
Develop&advice&and&brokering&support&in&partnership&with&
usually&with&new&work.&&
the&British&Council&and&Scottish&Government.&(72C73)&
&
Improve&the&capturing&of&data&about&the&international&links&
of&theatre&companies.&(73)&
Incoming:&
In&addition&to&the&support&given&to&the&festivals,&fund&
incoming&international&work.&&(75)&
&
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Equalities&

&
Equalities&in&all&areas&of& There&is&a&lack&of&monitoring&of& Address&the&issue&of&compliance&with&Equal&Opportunities&
our&work&
equal&opportunities&in&CS&
policy&and&practice&across&the&organisations&it&funds&to&
funded&companies.&&(76C77)&
cover&employment,&marketing,&audience&development,&
programming&and&casting.&(76C77)&
&
Consider&engaging&disability&and&black&and&minority&ethnic&
(BME)&theatre&organisations&to&offer&training&and&support&
to&arts&organisations.&(77C79)&
&
Create&a&development&plan&for&BME&theatre&along&the&same&
lines&as&the&recommendation&for&Gaelic&theatre.&(79)&
&
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Appendix 1 Brief and Steering Group
Procurement for theatre sector review
Background and Management for the Sector Review
Creative Scotland is the Non Departmental Public Body that was created as a
result of the merger between the Scottish Arts Council and Scottish Screen. It
is widely recognised as a model of public sector reform and is housed in a
dynamic new resource base for the Cultural Sector in Waverley Gate. The
organisation has created a new Corporate Plan, “Investing in Scotland’s
Creative Future,” which is a 10 year vision for the cultural sector and a 3 year
strategic plan. The plan has attracted wide-spread support for its clarity and
tone and its purpose to contribute to the economic, social and environmental
well being of Scotland. Creative Scotland works for the benefit of Scotland
and its people, with artists and creative practitioners at the heart of the
thinking. Creative Scotland has relationships with a diverse and wide range of
partners across the policy spectrum to deliver its objectives, projects and
Investment Programmes. Investments are made in over 2000 artists and
cultural organisations each year, alongside pioneering work in developing the
sustainability of the cultural sector. For more information about Creative
Scotland and the Corporate Plan go to: www.creativescotland.com
In the first year of operation Creative Scotland has undertaken a review of all
of its Foundation Organisations, there are more than 50 of these, many of
them theatres. The organisation has also announced the final two years of its
Flexibly Funded Organisations programme, there are more than 60 of these,
many of them theatre companies. More information about these
organisations can be found on our website. As the organisation develops
plans going forward there will be investment through strategic commissioning
and in advance of designing the detail and content of this process Creative
Scotland will undertake a series of Sector Reviews, including Theatre, Visual
Arts, Crafts, Dance and Music. These reviews will take place through the
autumn and spring of 2011/12.
The reviews will be guided by a Director of Creative Development and a
Portfolio Manager from within Creative Scotland, with support from other
officers. External expertise will be recruited as required as in the case of this
tender process for theatre. Creative Scotland will establish a Steering Group
that will bring additional expertise, objectivity and different perspectives to
the process.
Please respond to the tender opportunity as per the briefing below. Fuller
briefing will be provided to the successful consultant before the review begins
but should you wish to have a preliminary conversation before submitting
your tender response, Venu Dhupa the Director of Creative Development
responsible for this area of Creative Scotland’s work will be available for a
short telephone conversation on September 5,6 and 7. Should you wish to
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speak to her then please arrange a time for this with her assistant Christine
Stewart by email: Christine.stewart@creativescotland.com
Details of the Sector Review
1. Budget Holder: Caroline Doherty, Portfolio Partnership Manager
2. Activity: To conduct a Sector Review of the Theatre Sector in line with
the brief below.
3. Purpose: To fulfil a commitment within the Corporate Plan to conduct
a Theatre Review with the following objectives:
•
•
•

To provide an overview of the cultural ecology for theatre
To inform our future priorities for investment including within
existing resources and up to 20% maximum growth
To provide a basis for strategic commissioning of external
entities to part-replace the “flexibly funded organisations”
programme.

4. The Sector Review or task will take place in stages:
Audit and mapping
September 2011 –
November 2011

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Analysis
November 2011 –
December 2011

•
•
•
•
•
•

Description of sector
Summary of FOs, FXOs. National and
Project Companies
Local authority support
A map of producers
A map of venues and sales outlets, touring
(top up existing research)
Festivals and events
Summary of existing research / economic
data
Existing networks and associations
International work (top up existing
research)
Training provision Higher and Further
Education
Capital Investment past and planned
Case Studies
Scale, impact and reach
Comparator analysis and benchmarking UK/ Europe
Tourism
Youth
Education
Amateur Sector
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Define Scotland’s
Distinctive Strengths

•
•

(in parallel with
above)

•
•
•

Gap Analysis and
recommendations
January 2012 –
February 2012
Draft Report by
January 2012
Final Report by early
March 2012

•
•
•

Commercial Sector
Audiences and Participation levels
Talent and Skills development
Touring Distribution
Match of production to venue base
Gaelic and languages / Traditional Arts
Equality
Engagement with New technology
Urban / Rural balance and analysis of
proportional impacts (where data
collection is viable), maybe through Case
Studies
Comment on where interaction with
Further and Higher Education holds
potential
Positive case studies
Areas of Strength (which areas can we
claim to ‘world class’)
Comment on Barriers to development
Some comment on role in the wider
ecology – for example the health of theatre
may impact on TV Drama.
Comment on relationship with other parts
of the UK – issues / benefits
Genres
Geography
Agency roles

Recommendations
• Within existing resources
• If growth were available

Note: Much of the above research data lies within Creative Scotland and the
organisations it supports, the consultant should consider that material will
mainly be drawn from secondary research sources.
5. Place of Delivery:
Creative Scotland would be able to provide desk space to the consultant/s
but does not make the assumption that this would be required as the
consultant may suggest alternative working arrangements. Creative
Scotland would be able to provide spaces for consultation meetings and
recognises that some of these may need to happen in other parts of the
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country. Planning and reporting should take place at Creative Scotland’s
base in Waverley Gate.

6. Responses to this tender for procurement should contain:
a) Track record of you/your team - including any freelance elements or
sub-contractors should you wish to engage them.
b) Your approach to conducting the Sector Review – including:
• proposed methodology
• preparation actions/briefing requirements
• detailed tasks
• potential targets
• use of any specific technologies for communication /
consultation
• time-table
• budget (including day rates of any team member)
• quality assurance.
c) Please indicate your willingness to work with our communications team.
d) Please indicate your capacity to accommodate our budget which is up to
£23,000 for the task.
We are aware that expenses will be incurred in this task so anticipated
costs for these should be detailed in the budget. All planned expenses will
be subject to a detailed breakdown and receipts when submitting for
reimbursement. Please note Creative Scotland will not pay for travel costs
between the consultant/s offices or hotels and Creative Scotland or for
travel between our Edinburgh and Glasgow offices. If the consultant is
from outside Scotland then travel to and from Scotland will be covered.
e) A risk assessment for the delivery of your services and in relation to the
Sector Review itself.
7. A detailed work plan would be expected by the Director of Creative
Development by 10 October. Draft delivery of the Sector Review should
be to the Senior Management Team of Creative Scotland by January
2012. The consultant should be further prepared to deliver in person
or in writing presentations to at least 1 meeting to staff of Creative
Scotland and 1 meeting to the Board of Creative Scotland.
8. A response to this brief is required by September 14, 2011 at 15.00.
9. This should be delivered electronically to
venu.dhupa@creativescotland.com.
10. Responses should be made using Word and Excel documents only.
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11. Decision about this procurement will be notified to the successful
consultant by 23 September. This will be notified by email and by
phone.
12. Evaluation will be made on the quality of the response and the price of
the response.
With regard to quality we will use our judgement and consider:
• The track record and experience of the consultant/team
• The understanding of the strategic context for the task
• The understanding of the task
• Approach and process to completing the task
• Ability to meet the deadline for delivery
• Any added value that you/your team could deliver
• Quality in relation to cost of the task
With regard to price we will consider:
• Value for money
• The budget we have allocated.
13. Any consultant/s that submits a response will be notified by
September 14, 2011 at 17.00 of its receipt.
14. Any consultant/s is/are advised that Creative Scotland is subject to
Freedom of Information with regard to Non Departmental Public Bodies in
Scotland. Creative Scotland will respect commercial confidentiality.
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Steering Group members
Professor Gayle McPherson, Chair and member of the board of Creative
Scotland
Elizabeth Adlington , ATG
Vicky Featherstone, National Theatre of Scotland
Tim Licata, Performer, Plutôt La Vie
John McGrath, National Theatre of Wales
Pat Weller, Consultant
Simon Abbott, Adam Smith College

Steering Group Meetings
11 November 2011
11 January 2012
26 March 2012
21 May 2012
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Theatre Alba
Rhona
Matheson
Starcatchers
Brenda
Murphy
Frozen Charlotte
Tony
Reekie
Imaginate
Focus Group: unfunded companies
Andy
Corelli
Siege Perilous
Gavin
Crichton
Active Enquiry
Sadie
Dixon-Spain
Walking Theatre Company
Tina
Finch
Siege Perilous
Ed
Littlewood
Plutôt La Vie
Fiona
Lochhead
Walking Theatre Company
Kate
Nelson
Nutshell Theatre
Jennifer
Paterson
All or Nothing Aerial Dance
Theatre
Liz
Strange
Strange Theatre
Focus Group: Disability and BME Companies
Michael
Fraser
Lung Ha's Theatre Company
Gillian
Garrity
Solar Bear
Annie
George
Wave Theatre
Morven
Gregor
Birds of Paradise
Mara
Menzies
Story teller
Karen
Shaw
Ankur Productions
Additional Meetings: Promote YY conference, Federation of Scottish Theatre
members, VOCAL executive, Highlands and Islands Theatre Network,
Foundation theatres.
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